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deliverance of the other plan capacity inventories.
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Summary
The Dutch housing market has been subject to inconsistencies between housing demand and housing
supply. While the housing demand has risen sharply due to economic prosperity and household
growth, the housing supply can not reach that level. This has led to a housing shortage of 331.000
houses in 2020. So new homes are wanted, but to do so, it is crucial that enough house-building sites
are available. These plots are available when housing plan initiatives are approved. If and at what
time these plans will be approved is dependent on multiple factors that deserve to be researched
more in-depth. For that reason, the main question of this study is:
“What factors and to what extent influence time from plan initiative until the approval of plans in the
Netherlands?”
To answer this main question, three categories of possible factors are investigated in this research.
These factors are based on an influential actor in the process of housing plans, namely,
characteristics of the developer, the local residents and the site of a plan. The last one is mainly
influenced by political decisions. To investigate the influence of these three sets of characteristics,
first, a theoretical framework is set up in which land-use regulation theories were used to build on
further. From the local resident's perspective, William Fischel (2001) developed a theory called the
homevoter hypothesis in which the role of the homeowner is central. Fischel argues that the
homeowner tries to defend the value of his home and, for that reason, tries to block new housing
initiatives that will drop the value of their homes. On the other hand, from the developer's
perspective, Molotch (1976) developed a theory called the growth-machine theory. He claims that
lobbying groups of large developers and politicians decide on housing plans to their advantage. From
the perspective of site characteristics, only empirical applications are used, in which, according to
Ball (2011), the location (inner-city or outer-city) could play an important role. Those theories are
further supported by a contextual chapter in which developments in current society in the
Netherlands and broader, on the European level, are explained.
To test these theories on their practical impact in the Dutch housing market, an existing data set is
used. This data set is an inventory made by provinces of the Netherlands to track the plan capacity.
The plan capacity contains all plans that are still in development. For this study, the data of three
provinces (Gelderland, Limburg, and Noord-Holland) could be obtained. Based on the variables
available in this dataset, a survival analysis is set up in which a broad set of variables (local resident,
developer, and site characteristics) is tested on their planning time from plan initiative until plan
approval. The analysis showed significant results, especially on some site characteristics. For
example, inner-city located plans took significantly longer to become approved than outer-city
located plans, indicating that current political decisions on the location of housing plans partly led to
the housing shortage. The results on local resident and developer influence were a little more
ambiguous. On some variables, significant results were found. However, the fact that some of those
variables correlated with other variables and were not significant in other models suggests that those
results need to be interpreted with great care. For that reason, it seems necessary to perform further
research on the influences of local residents and developers at the Dutch housing market.
To carry out such new studies, it would be helpful if the monitoring of Dutch plan capacity was
consistent over time and over provinces, which often was not the case in the used data set of this
study. To tackle Dutch housing problems and perform further research, a national monitoring format
on plan capacity could help.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Research problem statement
The Dutch housing market has developed into a very tight market in recent years. This is caused by
inconsistencies between housing demand and housing supply. Housing demand has risen sharply due
to economic prosperity, demographic changes, and urbanisation, especially in the Randstad. On the
other hand, the increase in housing supply could not reach the level of household growth (EIB, 2019).
These developments have resulted in a housing shortage of 3.8% in mid-2019 (Manshanden & Koops,
2019), which is 290.000 houses and developed even further in one year until 331.000 houses (4.2%)
at the beginning of 2020 (ABF, 2020). The causes and consequences of the housing shortage in the
Netherlands will be further discussed in the topic's introduction. This, to better understand the goal
and relevance of this study.

1.1.1 The level of housing prices in the Netherlands
In order to better understand the consequences of an imbalance between housing supply and
housing demand, it is necessary to look at the development of housing prices in the Netherlands.
Except in the years of the financial crisis (2008-2013), the housing prices in the Netherlands are
already rising fast for a long time (Michielsen, Groot & Veenstra, 2019). Multiple reasons led to this
development. Firstly, as a result of economic prosperity in the last 20 years (BZK, 2019), the income
and financial assets of inhabitants of the Netherlands have risen highly. This has a direct effect on the
housing prices. Following this statement, housing prices are dependent on the economic cycle. This is
supported by the housing price changes due to the effects of the financial crisis. After all, during
these years of economic decline, housing prices dropped as well (CBS, 2013).
Also the elasticity of the housing supply influences the housing prices. When the housing supply
elasticity is high, a rise in the demand for housing will especially lead to a rise in the housing supply,
with only minor price changes. On the other hand, when the housing supply elasticity is low,
especially housing prices will rise. In an ideal scenario, the housing prices are more or less in line with
the changes of the consumer price index (CPI). After all, when the housing prices lag behind the CPI,
the housing prices could suffer from inflation, and on the other hand, when the housing prices
exceed the consumer price index, the affordability of housing is at stake. This causes problems for
starters on the housing market, as they will be less able to afford owner-occupied homes. Observing
the change in housing prices and the CPI, the change in housing prices is much higher (Deelen et al.,
2020). Michielsen, Groot and Veenstra (2017) researched the housing supply elasticity and found
that a rise in housing demand primarily affects the housing prices instead of the housing supply. The
housing supply elasticity concerning building permits for new homes in this study is 0.49 for the years
1995 until 2016, which means that a price rise of ten per cent leads to a 4.9 per cent rise of building
permits. This is much lower than the average elasticity of 0.69 in the OECD countries in the same
period (Caldera & Johansson, 2013).
The level of housing prices increased even more in the last years (BZK, 2020), with even a rise of 6.9
per cent in 2019 until an average of 308.000 euros per building. This is 45 per cent higher than the
average of 213.000 in 2013 and already exceeds the price level of buildings in 2008, which was the
highest housing price level before the financial crisis started (BZK, 2020). On top of that, in the first
quarter of 2020, housing prices even further increased by 9.6 per cent compared to the first quarter
of 2019 (NVM, 2020). The increase in housing demand and the following increase in housing prices
should lead to an increase in new buildings that are delivered. However, in line with previous
research, the amount of new residential buildings is in 2019 still lower than in 2007, the last year
before the financial crisis (Michielsen et al., 2019). Even when the shortage of homes is increasing.
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The current COVID-19 crisis will have an effect on housing prices in the short term. Because of a
decrease in consumer confidence and income and an increase in unemployment, the housing
demand will fall. This has a direct influence on the housing prices. Where it is expected that housing
prices this year will still rise by 4.3%, it is expected that in the upcoming two years, prices will drop,
for the first time since 2013, namely by 2.1% in 2021 and 3.7% in 2022 (De Nederlandsche Bank,
2020). However, considering the predicted housing needs, prices will probably rise, and maybe even
faster afterwards. The same happened after the economic crisis between 2008 and 2013. Prices
dropped by 20 per cent, much more than is predicted now, and in 2018 the level of housing prices
was at the same level as before the crisis started (CBS, 2018). This rapid recovery and even further
increase of the housing prices can be mainly explained by the current housing shortage and the
increase of housing needs. The development of housing prices and the low number of delivered new
residential buildings raises questions about the development process in the Netherlands and about
which actions can be taken at the governmental level.

1.1.2 Housing supply in the Netherlands
A change in price should have its effect on the housing supply. However, as already stated, an
increase in housing demand will in the Netherlands rather result in higher prices than in a high level
of new residential buildings. In 2020, as a result of these inconsistencies, there is a housing shortage
of 331.000 houses, which is 4.2% of the total housing stock (ABF, 2020). The current housing
shortage has increased rapidly over a couple of years and is in the first place a result of a lack of
residential building locations in the Netherlands, especially in the metropolitan areas of the
Netherlands. It can be assumed that in a highly populated country like the Netherlands, scarcity of
land can become an issue at one time, but enough land is available (Donders & Romijn, 2010; Caldera
& Johansson, 2013).
Spatial planning policies to secure the spatial quality of the Netherlands is suggested to be a bigger
issue (Besseling, Bovenberg, Romijn & Vermeulen, 2008), especially in the metropolitan areas. At
these locations, new construction is especially planned inside the existing built area (brownfields)
instead of at greenfield locations at the borders of the urbanised area. This is in line with the current
priorities on spatial quality. These priorities imply that green areas need to be preserved and that
better the inner-city's space is exploited (Michielsen et al., 2019). These policies will result in less
available land for residential buildings and, in that way, contribute to the level of housing shortage in
the Netherlands. Besides that, strict spatial planning policies slow down the building process, so that
when building locations are available, it can take a long time until the buildings are realised
(Michielsen et al., 2019).
Furthermore, the housing needs in the Netherlands will probably rise even further in the future. It is
expected that the population will not increase rapidly but still increase by 105.000 a year for the next
ten years, caused mainly by migration (CBS, 2019). The number of households has an even more
substantial influence on housing needs. According to ABF (2020), the number of households will rise
by 924.000 (+11,5%) until 2035. Obviously, the rise of the population will also influence the number
of households, but could not even explain half of it. After all, besides population growth, also a
decrease in household size can be noticed. In 2018, the average household size in the Netherlands
was 2.15 (PBL, 2019). It is predicted that this will only be 2.07 in 2030 (ABF, 2020).
To tackle the housing shortage problems in the Netherlands, the Dutch government mentioned this
point in the National housing agenda 2018-2021 (Rijksoverheid, 2018). In this document, the
government, in cooperation with other public and private parties, state that until 2025 700.000
resident buildings need to be built. To realise this, the Dutch government came up with the plan to
accelerate existing building plans and prevent approved plans from falling out in the short term and
9

increase the capacity of plans in the long term. The starting point in these actions still is that new
construction is planned at brownfield locations. When the available land inside the urban space is
insufficient to meet the plan capacity goals, planning at greenfield locations at the borders of the
urban area is acceptable. To decide how much plan capacity is needed, also in the long term, the
future housing needs will be identified. Based on this prediction, an estimation is made about a
sufficient amount of plans in a certain municipality.
Concerning brownfield planning and future housing needs, an important role is reserved for the
province. They decide on the limitation of the total amount of plan capacity in their municipalities
and if plans on greenfield locations can or cannot be planned inside the urban area. The evaluation of
plans by provinces is often experienced as too critical, resulting in delay and fall out of plans
(Michielsen et al., 2019). Besides that, governmental institutions do not take enough account of the
fall out of already approved plans. In this way, too few plans are accepted (BZK, 2020). These findings
are in line with the first results of the National housing agenda, in which the plant capacity is
inventoried every six months since 2018. In 2019 nearly 77.000 buildings were added to the housing
stock, more than the goal of 75.000 per year. However, it will be more challenging for several
reasons to reach this target in the upcoming years. Firstly the COVID-19 crisis will probably cause a
downfall in new constructions and the provision of building permits in the upcoming five years (EIB,
2020). One could not expect this crisis in 2018 when the ambitions on housing production were set
up. However, after this crisis, it is necessary that the housing production is picked up even faster. To
achieve this, enough plan capacity needs to be created.
According to a recent identification (ABF, 2020), the current net plan capacity is 120 per cent
compared to the housing needs for the period of 2020 until 2030. However, considering a fallout and
delay of plans by 30 per cent and a current housing shortage that needs to be reduced, still not
enough plans are created. Besides that, many plans are still plan initiatives without approval, which
means there is no legal certainty that those plans can be realised. Fifty-seven per cent of the house
construction plans in the period of 2020-2030 are still plan initiatives and thus not ready for
development yet. In total, until 2025, only 283.000 houses are available when only approved plans
are considered (BZK, 2020). Much less than the ambition in the national housing agenda. So, to meet
future housing needs, it is important to not only accelerate existing building plans but also increase
the capacity of plans. Also, the development process of plans, and especially the process from
initiative, the moment the plan is added to plan capacity, to plan approval, the moment new
construction can be built, needs to be improved. After all, as can be concluded from ABF's
identification (2020), many plans get stuck or delayed in this phase.

1.1.3 Factors influencing the planning process
To speed up housing construction, it is important that enough residential building sites are available.
These plots are available when plan initiatives are approved. In times of housing needs, it would have
been logical if the number of residential building locations rose sharply during those years. However,
the amount of residential building sites has risen by only 7 per cent in the period from 2000 until
2015. In urban agglomerations, the number of residential building sites rose with even a much lower
percentage (+3%) (Michielsen et al., 2019). This while in the same period, business sites for industrial
and commercial companies have risen by 39 per cent on the national level and with 27 per cent in
urban agglomerations. This difference is probably caused by the way housing and commercial
locations are handled at the governmental level. As mentioned before, new housing construction
mainly occurs in the inner urban area due to restrictive policies by municipalities and provinces. In
this way, green areas can be maintained, and the urban area will be exploited better. Besides that,
outer-city developments need infrastructural changes and lead to congestion. However, a side effect
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is that to maintain the spatial quality, the availability of residential building sites will be held back. In
contrast to that, the commercial sites have risen for years resulting in a high vacancy rate. So,
differently from housing sites, policies do not restrict commercial sites to be built in the outer city
and even led to a surplus (Buitelaar, 2017). There are qualitative spatial reasons why housing sites
are preferred in the inner city and commercial sites in the outer city. However, the housing shortage
and commercial surplus demonstrate that the current land distribution is not optimal.
In order to understand why certain plans are approved, and others are not, the factors that
influence the process from plan initiative until plan approval need to be investigated better. These
factors are influenced by the different actors in the development process of plans. First, decisions
about plan initiatives are made at the governmental level and, because of that reason, are influenced
by political considerations. It is assumed that policy on sustainability and spatial quality at the hands
of the 'Ladder' for sustainability has a big influence on the acceptance of specific housing plans
(Bayer & Baggerman, 2020). In general, this policy leads to a preference for good accessible inner-city
housing locations. However, this preference could have its effect on the success rate of plan
initiatives. Probably, inner-city plans have to deal with more problems than outer-city developments.
What brings us to the second actor, the local residents. It is assumed that the local residents near
future developments are more often against new housing constructions. After all, new development
could lead to a loss of sight and lower housing prices because of more local supply. The interests of
the future residents could counter the interests of the current inhabitants. However, in the
Netherlands, the role of future residents, which are more often people from outside the
municipality, is minimal in housing development plans. Because of the pressure of their residents and
the lack of pressure by future residents, the stimulus for municipalities to approve new plans is low
(Michielsen et al., 2019).
Another factor that lowers this stimulus could be the developer situation of a certain plan.
Historically, the Netherlands is known for its active land policy. This means that a municipality itself
owns and develops the land and can raise income from selling building plots (Needham, 2014). The
profits earned by municipalities from land development enterprises were considerable: between
2000 and 2008, they raised to several hundred million euros a year. However, municipalities also
have experienced the downsides of owning and developing land by themselves. The financial crisis in
2008 led to large exploitation budget deficits, which meant that instead of profit, the active land
policy caused deficits for the Dutch municipalities. To overcome these shortcomings, most of the
Dutch municipalities decided to change their position from an active to a more passive role in land
development. Commercial parties undertook action to develop land and municipalities took care of
the project's spatial quality. It is still possible for municipalities to collect earnings from building plans
through an anterior agreement (Buitelaar, 2015). However, the level of earnings from before the
crisis will not be reached (Michielsen et al., 2019). Because more and more often the land is
possessed by private parties, the stimulus of municipalities to approve new construction plans on
these locations could be lower. In other words, the developer situation of a specific plan could
influence the willingness of a municipality to approve the plan or not, based on financial incentives.
There is already information available on the influence of the just described factors on the
development process from plan initiative to plan approval. However, this information is mainly
collected by observations and interviews, and because of that, mainly qualitative of nature. To tackle
this societal problem, a quantitative study on these factors could be useful to activate municipalities
and higher governmental levels to undertake steps in improving the development process. This study
could be relevant in delivering quantitative analysis on this matter.
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1.2 Research aim and questions
This study will focus on the problem of the existing housing shortage in the Netherlands. As a result
of this shortage, the housing prices in the Netherlands are rising fast, which jeopardises affordability.
The Dutch government is trying to speed up and enhance new housing constructions, but for the
upcoming years, these efforts seem insufficient. One clear problem can be observed in the process
from plan initiative to plan approval. As already mentioned, the net plan capacity is 120 per cent for
the upcoming years. However, only 43 per cent of these plans for the period 2020-2030 are already
approved. To enhance the number of approved plans and thus the housing construction, more
research is needed into the process from plan initiative to plan approval. This process is performed at
the municipal level and is influenced by many factors. These factors are already observed within
society and by interviews with stakeholders on this subject. However, a quantitative study is lacking
and the information on the influence of these factors tends to be anecdotal. This study tries to fill
this empirical gap and investigate the factors influencing this part of the development process of new
houses. It does so by investigating three different groups of stakeholders that affect the planning
process. These groups are politicians, local residents and developers. All of them influence the
planning process somehow, as already mentioned in the research problem statement, and thus are
useful in measuring the underlying factors. The results can lead to changes of actions by the involved
stakeholders and so contribute to improving the development process of housing. In that way, this
study aims to contribute to the housing shortage problem and enhance the planning process leading
to more constructions of houses.
Derived from the research aim, this leads to the following two research questions:
“What factors influence the approval of plans in the Netherlands?” and “To what extent do these
factors influence the approval of plans in the Netherlands?”
To answer this question, the following sub-questions have been constructed:
-

“What influence and to what extent do local residents have on the process from plan
initiative to plan approval?”
“What influence and to what extent do developers have on the process from plan initiative
to plan approval?”
“What influence and to what extent do characteristics of the site, based on political
decisions, have on the process from plan initiative to plan approval?”

1.3 Relevance
In this chapter, the scientific and societal relevance of this study will be discussed. While this
research aims to contribute to an urgent, specific societal problem, some theoretical gaps can also be
filled by performing this study.

1.3.1 Scientific relevance
There already exist a broad number of studies on the topics of land use regulations, housing supply
and housing prices. However, these studies show many differences with this research because of
different forms of data collection, institutional context or dependent variables. This study tries to fill
the scientific gap that seems to exist when evaluating the existing studies on this subject, and in that
way, provide a valuable scientific contribution.
First, it is essential to notice a clear difference in research about the relationship between land use
regulations, housing supply and housing prices. After all, much research has been done on the effects
of land-use regulation on housing supply elasticity (Ball, Meen & Nygaard, 2010; Mayo & Sheppard,
2001; Ihlanfeldt, 2007; Paciorek, 2013; Mayer & Somerville, 2000; Green, Malpezzi & Mayo, 2005).
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One of the most prominent observations in this literature is that the housing supply elasticity is
highly affected by land-use regulations. Accordingly, housing prices and affordability are also
substantially influenced by these regulatory practices. So, much research has been done on the
consequences and measurements of land-use regulations, but less literature is available on the
determinants of land-use regulations. Considering that housing supply is highly affected by these
kinds of regulations, the determinants of land-use regulations can play an important role in research
on the factors that influence the process from plan initiative to plan approval. After all, land-use
regulations influence this process.
Some research already has been done on this subject, but it differs in multiple ways from this study.
As already mentioned, this study focuses on the roles politicians, homeowners and developers play in
the development process, eventually influencing the housing supply. All of them have already
deserved some interest when it comes to the determinants of land use regulation. However, they are
organised differently and use other dependent variables than this study. So is the influence of
homeownership despite a homevoter hypothesis (Fischel, 2001) on the influence of homeownership
on land-use regulations mainly tested in an interaction model between homeownership and
affordability (Ortalo-Magné & Prat, 2014; Coate, 2011). At the same time, theories on developer
influence are used to predict a link between urban development and regulatory stringency (Hilber &
Robert-Nicoud, 2013). At last, theories about political influence on the development process is
mainly used to analyse the influence of political competition on the decision of local government
authorities in Spain to assign more or less land for development (Solé-Ollé & Viladecans-Marsal,
2012). The dependent variable of Solé-Ollé and Viladecans-Marsal is in line with the studied variable
in this study. However, it is different by investigating a very different institutional context and only
takes a small part of political influence into account. For example, the influence on site
characteristics is not mentioned at all. Other studies rather focus on the specific types of land use
regulations to provide conclusions on the determinants of land-use regulation (Glaeser & Ward,
2009), in which for none of the regulative controls could be explained why they were adopted.
Because of that, this did not lead to any natural instrument for land use regulation.
All of the studies mentioned before investigate the impact and realisation of regulatory controls on
housing supply. Most of them focus on the supply impacts, few others focus on a specific
determinant of land use regulation or a specific set of regulations. However, this study will merely
focus on the process from plan initiative to plan approval. Land use regulations, their causes and
even some consequences play an important role in this process, but research on these is not enough
to explain the current planning problem in the Netherlands. A study by Ball (2011) on planning delay,
in which the time to gain planning permission for selected housing projects is investigated, comes the
closest to this study. Like in this study, the influence of specific categories of characteristics on the
degree of planning delay is investigated using a set of quantitative micro-planning data. However, it
lacks some points in contrast to this study. For example, the research has taken place in a small part
of the country. Besides that, Ball's analysis was only able to examine residential development sites
that finally achieved full regulatory permission in one year. Therefore, according to Ball, to be able to
generalise results, there is a need to undertake more analyses of this type across a wider range of
places and times. Responding to that, this study provides valuable analyses to these needs. In
contrast to Ball's study, data is collected from a large and varied part of The Netherlands and consists
of plans of multiple years, 2005-2019. The last difference to Ball's study is that it differs in its
institutional context.
The concept of the housing supply provision is based on an institutional procedure that differs
strongly between nations. Whereas this study is based on the Dutch context, most of the studies that
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focus on the determinants of land-use regulation and the process involved in the approval of plans
are based on the planning system of the US (Glaeser & Ward, 2009; Glaeser, Gyourko & Saks, 2005;
Ortalo-Magné & Prat, 2014; Coate, 2011; Hilber & Robert-Nicoud, 2013) and the UK (Barker, 2004;
Ball, 2011; Bramley & Watkins, 2016; Hilber & Vermeulen, 2016), with a few focusing on the
mainland of Europe (Solé-Ollé & Viladecans-Marsal, 2012). While studies focusing on the Dutch
context are merely interested in the effects of land-use regulation on the housing supply (Vermeulen
& Rouwendal, 2007) or the effects on land value (Levkovich, Rouwendal & Brugman, 2018). In order
to provide a more varied view on the factors influencing the planning process, studying this subject
outside the UK or US could be useful. In that way, not only recommendations on the Dutch housing
market could be provided better, but it can also shed light on the heterogeneous forms of planning
processes for housing construction and so broaden the theoretical knowledge on this subject.

1.3.2 Societal relevance
Besides providing useful knowledge in the scientific debate, this study also can contribute to the
societal debate. As stated in the research problem statement, the Netherlands has a big problem
nowadays with housing supply. There already exists a housing shortage of 331.000 houses
(ABF,2020), leading to high-rising price levels (NVM, 2020), which will jeopardise housing
affordability. In the national housing agenda 2018-2021 (Rijksoverheid, 2018) is stated that 75.000
houses per years need to be realised until 2025. However, the current net plan capacity and building
plans show us that this target will not be reached (BZK, 2020). After all, the level of plans that are
already approved is too low. This study can help in providing quantitative knowledge about the
factors that influence the process from plan initiative to plan approval. Hopefully, in that way, the
Dutch government can use this kind of information to first recognise these influential factors in their
institutional context and, after that, improve their planning process. In that way, this study can help
in tackling the current problems of housing shortage in the Netherlands.
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2. Theoretical framework
In this chapter, an overview of theories will be given about the planning process from plan initiative
to plan approval. To better understand which factors influence the planning process, a closer look at
land-use regulations, and especially at the underlying officials' decisions that are made in developing
these regulations, seems necessary. After all, economists and legal academics have offered a variety
of theories about the motivations underlying officials' decisions, also when it comes to land-use
decision making. The theories discussed in this study are from a welfare economic point of view but
differ in the way by what and by whom officials are primarily motivated and influenced. The different
ways of motivation and influence could have an impact on how individual plans are processed at the
government level and, because of that, are useful for this study. First, two types of regulation
theories will be discussed that have directly and indirectly influenced regulation nowadays, the public
interest and public choice theory. As this study follows the assumptions from the public choice's
point of view, this study will dig deeper into the implementation of these theoretical presumptions in
the field of spatial planning. In this part, public choice theories in the field of spatial planning will be
evaluated, followed by a description of the empirical applications that used these assumptions to
test in a widely varying context. In the end, the discussed theories and their empirical applications
lead to assumptions that are the basis of the conceptual framework of this study. This conceptual
framework illustrates the expected findings of this research and how the different variables might
relate to each other.

2.1 Public interest theory
The first group of regulation theories proceeds from the assumptions of complete information,
perfect enforcement, and benevolent regulators. According to these theories, the regulation of
economic actors contributes to the promotion of the public interest. The public interest can be
described as the best possible allocation of scarce resources for individual and collective goods and
services in society (den Hertog, 2010). The allocation of scarce resources is in western economies to a
significant extent coordinated by the market mechanism. In theory, under certain circumstances, the
allocation of these resources is optimal (Arrow, 1985). However, because these circumstances do
frequently not apply in practice, the allocation of resources is not optimal and needs to be improved
by government actions. Without action, the allocation of resources would remain suboptimal, or in
other words, would be a market failure. One way to tackle such a market failure and achieve a more
efficient allocation of resources is government regulation (Arrow, 1985). The public interest theories
on government regulations depart from essentially three assumptions: the prevalence of a market
failure, the assumption of a benevolent regulator, or otherwise an efficient political process, and the
choice of efficient regulatory institutions.
The welfare economic case from which these assumptions are derived, also forms the basis on which
land-use planning has been established for a long time. This rests on the fundamental premise that
land and property markets left to their own devices fail in multiple ways. After all, without
regulation, a socially inefficient allocation of land and land-related resources would happen.
Following the 'invisible hand doctrine' of Adam Smith (1776), perfect competition can promote
optimality and therefore plead for free enterprise and against intervention. However, perfect
competition is rather a theoretical market structure than that it occurs in reality, as perfect
competition has such restrictive assumptions that it is hard to relate to real-life (Oxley, 1975). For
that reason, governmental regulation actions are necessary to tackle the inefficiency of the land
market. Inefficiency on this point generally means Pareto inefficiency, or in other words, there are
alternative allocations that would make some better-off without making others worse-off. In landuse planning, planning is meant to prevent a natural state of random land-uses, and associated
chaos, from occurring. Webster (1998) addresses the land and property market failures that need to
be corrected by government regulation are undersupply of public goods, an oversupply of production
and consumption, externalities, undersupply of information, and inequalities in market power. To
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prevent this, a planner seeks to separate incompatible production of consumption activities via
exclusive use zoning, integrate compatible production and consumption via mixed-use zoning, and
encourage or stipulate positive or negative external effects via development control measures.
Besides that, it is possible to introduce a public good argument for zoning as well, as zoning can be
used to reserve adequate land for the development of 'open space', which can create positive
externalities (Lai, 1994). These original key objectives of zoning are in line with the Pigouvian welfare
economics theses of market failure and extension. After all, according to the Pigouvian case of
intervention, only government has the power to force a firm in restricting its output. Land market's
zoning and the production of other policy goods are how governments can use this power and
reduce the level of present and future externalities in a particular area.
From a Pigouvian point of view, this assumption leads to the premise that efficiency gains can be
achieved through land-use policy and that regulative land-use planning persists essential, because of
its supposed effectiveness in achieving outcome efficiency, namely by the extension of public goods,
and protect residents and nature from the negative externalities or social costs of industry,
commerce, and density (Lai, 1994). In line with the Pigouvian welfare economics theses of market
failure and extension.

2.1.1 Critiques
Much critique has come to the original assumptions of the public interest theory, derived from the
Pigouvian pro-intervention tradition. The assumptions are that the economic markets are extremely
fragile and operate inefficiently, as is also said about the land and property market, and that
government regulation is virtually costless. In that way, it was easy to argue that government
interventions in the economy were simply responses of government to inefficiencies and inequities
in the operation of the free market. Behind each regulation, a market imperfection could be
discerned. Posner (1974), however, argued that if this theory of regulations would be correct,
regulation should be imposed mainly in highly concentrated industries and in industries that
generate substantial negative externalities. This is not the case. According to Posner, theoretical and
empirical research has shown that regulation is not positively correlated with the presence of
external economies, diseconomies, or monopolistic market structures.
This is supported by a reformulation of the public interest theory, in which is argued that the
disappointing performance of the regulatory process is the result, not of any unsoundness in the
basic nature of the process, but of particular weaknesses in personnel or procedures that can and
will be remedied as the society gains experience in the mechanics of public administration. In other
words, following the public interest theory, the regulatory agencies are created for bona fide public
purposes, but because of mismanagement, these purposes are not always achieved. According to
Posner (1974), also this reformulation of the theory is unsatisfactory. According to him, it fails to
account for a lot of evidence that the undesirable results of regulations are desired by groups
influential in the enactment of the legislation, and on the other side, the offered evidence that
suggests mismanagement leads to failures of regulation is surprisingly weak.
According to Posner, the idea that regulation is an honest but frequently unsuccessful attempt to
promote the public interest becomes somewhat more plausible if two ignored factors are
introduced. First, the costs of effective legislative supervision of agencies' performance are extremely
high (Ehrlich & Posner, 1974). The reason is that legislative production is a negotiation process
among a large group of legislators, so bargaining is a costly process. By increasing the workload of a
legislature, it can be expected that they delegate more and more of their work to agencies and
exercise progressively less control over those agencies. Secondly, there are reasonable grounds to
believe that those agencies are asked to do the impossible. The necessary instruments of
measurement and control simply do not seem to exist (Posner, 1969). However, adding those factors
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to the reformulation of the public interest theory implies that administration will become a more
serious problem over time, with the growth of the size and complexity of the economy. Because of
that reason, economic theories emerged that questioned the Pigouvian efficiency calculus and that
land-use planning is ubiquitously practised because of its efficacy in tackling externalities.

2.2 Public choice theory
In contrast to the public interest theories, public choice theories emerged. These theories were
based on the original ideas of Coase, who is known for his demonstration of the significance of
transaction costs in economic and administrative organisations and its critique on the Pigouvian
welfare economics (Poulton, 1997). Where the Pigouvian paradigm is said to be interventionist,
perceiving a positive role for government or state regulation of the land market, the Coasian
paradigm constantly casts doubt about the cost of such regulation. The Pigouvians assume zero
transaction costs for policy transformation and implementation and treat policies as exogenous or
autonomous. Coase criticises this point of view by noting the distinction from real-world reality since
it cannot be assumed that governments would define and manage in an ideal or even a competent
manner. However, Coase himself undermines the 'free market Coasians' case for the rejection of
government interventions, like zoning, as policy instruments. He shows that there is no general
conclusion to be drawn about the virtues of zoning concerning transaction costs. Each situation has
to be examined on its merits to see which regimes work best from which points of view (Coase,
1988).
The ideas of Coase about transaction costs, property rights, and market solutions to externalities
belong to a somewhat more wide-ranging critique of conventional welfare economics (Buchanan,
1968; Tiebout, 1956, Mueller, 1989). They all emphasise the limitations of conventional welfare
economics about the relationship between markets, governments, and policymakers. Buchanan
(1984) has noted that the public choice theories offer a theory of 'government failure' that is fully
compatible with the 'theory of market failure' that emerged from the Pigouvian theoretical welfare
economics. According to Buchanan, it seems to be nothing more than simple and obvious wisdom to
compare social institutions as they might operate rather than compare romantic models of how such
institutions might be hoped to operate. To compare these social institutions, the public choice theory
uses economic tools to deal with traditional problems of political behaviour. In observing political
behaviour, public choice theorists assume that voters, politicians, and bureaucrats are mainly selfinterested.
When it comes to government regulation, one of the first contributions is made by Tiebout (1956).
From his perspective, residents and businesses seek the best tax-to-services ratio and will move from
one locality to another to attain it. So, individuals are self-interested and possess mobility as a
strategy to pick that community that best satisfies their preference pattern for public goods. If a
community fails to satisfy the preferences of the individual, he would move to another locality.
According to Tiebout, governments have two options in trying to attract more persons to their
community. One route for municipalities is to act as a cartel, enforcing a singular tax rate among the
various municipalities, which would shrink the possibilities for individuals to change or exit from a
dissatisfying situation. The other option for municipalities is to engage in tax competition, actually
resulting in the same end situations, as the tax rate will converge around an average rate because of
the market process between the government and its citizens. Both routes introduce new ways in
which the relationship between government and private parties can be observed and is the starting
point for land-use regulation theories, on which this study is focusing.
The most influential extension of Tiebout's argument regarding land-use regulation was proffered by
Paul Peterson (1981). Peterson developed the theoretical structure for the city limits story. Peterson
acknowledged that individuals do not possess perfect information to make their decisions on.
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However, he argued that individuals weigh the costs and benefits of local government services in
their residential location decisions. In reaction to that, officials are mainly interested in retaining and
attract middle- and upper-income households and businesses and, in doing so, compete with other
municipalities. These two conditions, the mobility of residents, individuals, and businesses, and the
inter-municipal interaction result in limited policymaking, as municipalities prefer developmental
policies to redistributive policies. However, many scholars argue that local policymaking involves
more than the unitary self-interest in economic benefits assumed by the city limits story. From a
political perspective, power relationships and institutional factors seem just as important in
policymaking (Basolo & Huang, 2001).
Public choice theorists have studied these power relationships between voters, politicians, and
interest groups in multiple ways. Government officials are viewed as motivated primarily by personal
interests, such as the desire for re-election, a larger agency or higher office. One of the oldest
explanations of power relationships is community power, in which elites influence the policymaking
process. This perspective leads to the US-based growth machine theory of Logan and Molotch (1976;
1987), in which land-based elites are the powerful force. These elites work to stimulate growth and
marshal resources to increase land values for personal profit. According to the theory's followers,
zoning and other land-use regulations are the "mild sticks" that the government uses to distribute
development in ways that benefit elites in the coalition. However, other theorists, led by William
Fischel, focus instead on the political power of homeowners and their mercenary concern with
property values, resulting in a homevoter hypothesis, in which policymakers cater to the
homeowner's demands because of their voting power. Both ways of thinking could influence landuse regulations and hence the process to plan approval. To better understand these influences, both
theories deserve some more explanation.

2.2.1 The growth machine theory
Molotch (1976) started the debate on power relations in spatial planning by speculating that the
political and economic essence of virtually any given locality is growth. His central point was the role
of landowners and what he called 'land-related interests', which included realtors, lawyers, and the
local newspaper, in promoting, through local government, the growth of the city. However, later on,
this concept has been usefully refined as it is not only landowners but property capitals, defined as
property companies, developers, and land companies, who are at the heart of urban politics and
which stamp on its distinctive purpose as the pursuit of rent (Cox, 2017). After the Second World
War, these property capitals came to rise in the United States, with a highly competitive, innovative,
and speculatively oriented development industry becoming the norm. Through specialised expertise
in the rational arrangement of things, securing government favours concerning supporting
infrastructure, and through the pressure they bring to bear on landowners to transform the use of
their land, property capitals were able to make their contribution to the extraction of surplus value.
An important condition for the rate of success of the property companies is their local
embeddedness and influence. Developers need to know, and they need to be known. Familiarity only
comes in time, with contacts that need to be nurtured and then exploited. Especially when it comes
to their relationship with local planners and planning commissions. Such contacts deliver insight into
what they are thinking and to what their criteria are for acceptable development.
Another condition for the success of the property capitals, as Molotch came up with, is the
importance of growth coalitions. Indeed, as the name suggests, inside these coalitions, developers
and property companies are certainly interested in promoting population growth, as they will
support the initiatives of local government to increase inward investment and the demand for all
manner of real estate. However, population growth is not their ultimate goal. Rather it is rent. This
may mean that developers will organise many local sorts of coalitions. For example, establishing a
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coalition with other landowners to achieve the contiguous, compact block of land that can be
annexed and provided with the necessary public services, or alternatively, they form a lobby for
particular government investment.
The interests of these different growth coalitions may interfere with each other, resulting in
competition between the 'land-based elites'. They compete for the infrastructural and regulatory
favours of the state to spur population growth and the rent-earning potential resulting from that
growth. This leads to the central theme of Molotch's theory, that competition is being held between
places and that competition is actually a market in locations, or in other words, the commodification
of place (Logan & Molotch, 1987). As Molotch stated, land parcels must be conceived not merely as a
demarcation of legal, political, or topographical features but as a mosaic of competing land interests
capable of strategic coalition and action (Molotch, 1976). The collective interest of a growth machine
is different from the general public interest, as this interest lies in maximising rents at specific urban
locations and stimulate growth. The growth machine then controls the zoning bureaucracy through
campaign contributions and influence (Logan & Molotch, 1987). The motivations of a growth
machine are inherently contradictory to individuals, particularly residents, whose primary concern is
maintaining their capital. The influence of this group is represented in another theory, the
homevoter hypothesis.

2.2.2 The homevoter hypothesis
The homevoter hypothesis was first introduced by William Fischel (2001). In his book on local
governance, William Fischel presents and defends a simple proposition that homeowners, who are
the most numerous and politically influential group within most localities, are guided by their
concern for the value of their homes to make political decisions that are more efficient than those
that would be made at a higher level of government. According to Fischel, homeowners are driven to
wield considerable political power in a manner that will maximise the value of their homes. For that
reason, Fischel calls these property-value-conscious homeowners "homevoters". In that way, he
emphasises the link between their homeownership and their political behaviour. The claim that
homevoters are primarily motivated by the protection and enhancement of their homes seems a bit
reductionist but is explained in terms of capitalisation. As Fischel explains, almost everything that
human beings might care about in connection with their home or community tends to get capitalised
into the value of their homes. For that reason, Fischel argues that capitalisation is the secret to
efficient decision-making. After all, if a decision benefits the community, it will also benefit
homeowners because it will affect their home value.
Capitalisation, however, can only work in the presence of certain background conditions, on which
Charles Tiebout pioneered first. In his work (1956), as earlier mentioned, Tiebout hypothesised that
consumer-voters sort themselves among local communities based on their preferences. He claims
that the consumer-voter "votes with his feet", which means that the consumer-voter moves to the
local government that offers the most preferred set of taxes, amenities, and services. In that way,
residents are pooling together with other residents who have selected the same bundle of taxes and
services. The acceptance rate of the present taxes and services will then logically be high. Therefore
pooling by tastes is deemed to be efficient. However, the ability to pay for what you are getting and
get what you are paying for is essential in the Tieboutian notion of local government. Disconnecting
the payment of taxes from the disbursement of benefits in the local government will possibly result
in large free-riding behaviour. Therefore, additional local power is necessary to seal the link between
taxes and benefits and make Tiebout's pooling system work. Namely, the power to exclude residents
who do not pay their fair share in property taxes.
Because of that, Bruce Hamilton (1975) refined the Tiebout model by explaining that unless entry
into a community was constrained in some manner, people who desired premium services, but who
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did not want to pay the full costs for their share of these services, could get these services cheap by
occupying small housing units in classy neighbourhoods. To establish exclusion and so constrain the
entry of a community, zoning could provide a solution. Zoning is the connection between spending
and receiving when entering a specific community. It forces residents to contribute a certain amount
to the community in the form of taxes. The result, according to Fischel, is that the local property tax
becomes an unavoidable fee for services rendered, and the "get exactly what they pay for and they
pay for exactly what they get" is established. After all, residents have free choice of many community
packages, and local zoning ensures that new houses will not be smaller than average. However, when
at a certain point, residents are settled somewhere, homeowners are not as flexible as Tiebout
suggests. Moving is relatively costly and may be painful if it means realising a loss. Thus, people are
also motivated to act politically, using their voice to influence the actions taken by the municipality.
They do so to live in a community that provides the things that they personally value, but also to
maximise the resale prices of their homes. As they first have chosen their community because of its
preferred taxes and services, they mainly have a strong incentive to work together to restrict
undesired development that will probably reduce their property value.
Drawing on Fischel's insights, Ortalo-Magne and Prat (2014) presented a model in which they used an
overlapping generations' economy to provide three decisions simultaneously: the location choice of
households, investment in residential reals estate, and the collective choice model of local housing
supply regulation. Their basis set up follows a standard urban location choice model. Agents are free
to locate in the countryside, where their wage is set at a baseline level, or in the city, where they
earn a wage that depends on the city's technology and their productivity. Housing supply is
unrestricted in the countryside but subject to a political process in the city. To add housing
investment considerations, the framework needs to be extended to a dynamic stochastic
environment, as the choice between owning and renting needs to be observed for multiple periods.
After all, housing rents fluctuate in response to shocks to the city production technology. This brings
a certain risk to homeownership. Derived from previous work (Ortalo-Magné & Rady, 2002), OrtaloMagné and Prat suggest that households are, in general, risk-averse, and thus, they trade-off risk
associated with ownership against the direct benefit of owning rather than renting.
The benefit of homeownership is meant to capture factors such as the favourable tax treatment of
homeownership, intrinsic preferences, and transaction costs in the rental market. Using Fischel's
insights on the political economy, Ortalo-Magne and Prat assume that adding a house to a city
requires a building permit and that the local residents have a say on the number of permits to be
issued every period. New housing construction reduces the housing rents and drops the prices of
their homes. So, the key trade-off that determines household preferences is the difference between
a household's expected future stream of housing expenditures and the stream of rents embedded in
the value of its housing investment. According to Ortalo-Magné and Prat, age may provide a valuable
measure of where a household falls along this trade-off, as older agents have a shorter lifetime to
benefit from any lower future cost of housing, but are affected by lower future rents on the value of
their housing investment the same way as all other homeowners. Applying the median voter
theorem, which Fischel also uses, households will, in general, oppose urban growth the bigger a city
is. This is for two reasons. First, the median voter theorem states that a majority rule voting system
will select the outcome most preferred by the median voter. Second, when a city grows, more and
more median voters will become homeowners, resulting in that the median voters and all other
agents will oppose urban growth because they have made sizeable housing investments. So,
subsidising homeownership encourages people to invest in housing and to vote against urban growth
at the local level. This could lead to less housing supply and more expensive housing.
Despite the many theories that point to homeowners or property capitals as the drivers of
regulation, it is still the question if regulation is mainly driven by homeowners, as the homevoter
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hypothesis suggests, by property capitals (property companies, land companies, and developers), as
is suggested by the growth machine theory, or by a combination of both. For that reason, empirical
research on this topic has been done, which could help in answering these questions.

2.3 Empirical applications
As already described, public choice theorists have generally fallen into two camps considering the
politics behind land-use decisions. The growth machine theory, coined by John Logan and Harvey
Molotch, views land-use officials as part of an elite coalition concerned primarily with economic
growth. According to this theory, zoning and other land-use regulations are used by governments to
distribute development in ways that benefit property capitals in the growth coalition. Other local
government theorists, led by William Fischel, focus instead on the political power of homeowners
and their concern with their property values. In this view, policymakers cater to the demands of
homeowners in terms of low property taxes and a high level of public services. The growth machine
theory should, as pro-growth theory, lead to looser land-use regulations, whereas the homevoter
hypothesis should, as an anti-growth theory, lead to stricter land-use regulation. Historically it is
assumed that the growth machine would describe urban land-use politics, while, as is also stated by
Fischel, the homevoter hypothesis could be best applied in smaller, suburban jurisdictions with
higher homeownership rates. Because of the clear contrast of its suggested impact on the strictness
of land-use regulation, empirical studies have already provided some insight into the influence of
property capitals and homeowners on land-use regulation, following a long tradition of empirical
applications on the influence of land-use regulations.

2.3.1 Measurement of land-use regulations
The data collection and measurement of land-use regulation theories and models have lagged behind
from the beginning. One of the most important reasons for that is that development can be affected
in various ways. The heterogeneity of regulations is well illustrated by one of the earliest surveys of
land use regulation by Glickfeld and Levine (1992). They collected information on 14 different
controls and regulations and two catch-all "other" categories and found that interventions were
wide-ranging in nature. For that reason, there is no agreement among scholars or practitioners upon
a single definition of the degree by which development in a local land market is constrained. In the
absence of a common understanding, most empirical work has focused on aggregate measures of
regulation, often indexes of individual rules. However, it is difficult to collect accurate data on the
wide variety of regulations in place, not to mention to compare the stringency of one type of
regulation with another.
One way to bypass the difficulty of accurately measuring complex local land-use environments is to
impute the presence of binding restrictions using standard neoclassical economics, which implies
that price equals average cost as long as the market is sufficiently competitive. Glaeser, Gyourko and
Saks (2005) argued that if market restrictions limit the size of a building, free entry of firms still keeps
price equal to average costs. However, under the standard assumption of an increasing marginal cost
function, both prices and average costs will be above marginal costs. Hence, the key difference
between a regulated and an unregulated market is the gap between prices and marginal and Glaeser
et al. used this difference to measure the extent of housing supply restrictions. While this approach
has the benefit of being straightforward, it also has two drawbacks. Because it provides only indirect
evidence, the price impact of any specific policy can not be measured. In addition, their estimates
will overestimate the impact of regulation if the construction industry is not competitive or if the
used data does not fully reflect the marginal costs of construction. For that reason, it is worthwhile
for researchers to invest indirectly in examining specific regulations.
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The first studies of land use regulation generally involved narrowly targeted data collection efforts to
a specific issue. For example, Katz and Rosen (1987) used information about growth management
programs in cities and towns throughout the San Francisco Bay Area. A regression of local house
prices on the presence of a growth management program found that prices were 17 per cent higher
in communities with such programs. However, this cross-sectional correlation probably gives a biased
estimate of the effect of regulation because communities with growth management programs could
be different from other communities in many ways that likely affect house prices. However, such an
economically significant relationship piqued interest in the role of local land-use constraints and
stimulated the development of broader indexes of regulatory control.
The first question faced by data collectors is precisely what to measure. As heterogeneity in land-use
restrictions across localities is so extensive, it is almost impossible to describe the full complexity of
the local regulatory environment. Glaeser, Schuetz and Ward (2006) handled this problem by
focusing on a small set of locations and collect as much detailed data as possible on all aspects of the
regulatory environment in those places. Another strategy is provided by Gyourko, Saiz, and Summers
(2008), who estimated indexes of stringency of the local land use environment across all the 50
states of the US. They conducted a survey of which the answers were used to create an aggregate
measure of the stringency of the local land-use regime that they called the Wharton Residential Land
Use Regulation Index (WRLURI), which is a summary metric from 11 sub-indexes that described
different aspects of the local regulatory environment. The study of Gyourko et al. (2008) suggests
that surveys covering only a limited set of types of regulation might provide a reasonably accurate
picture of the general restrictiveness of the locations in the sample. However, in terms of data detail
and market coverage, it falls short compared to the study of Glaeser et al. (2006). Nevertheless, the
drawbacks of Glaeser's method are the difficulty of generalising the results and, when executed in a
larger research area, the high costs. As both methods have their advantages and drawbacks, the
choice of measurement depends on the wanted information and the amount of time and costs
available.
A second question faced by data collectors is on which level the regulations need to be measured as
differences could exist on municipal, local authority, or site level. Concerning this study, the influence
of homeowners, property capitals and other characteristics is explained at all levels as all contribute
differently.

2.3.2 At municipal/local authority level
On the local authority level, Hilber and Robert-Nicoud (2013), for example, test the influence of
landowners on land-use regulation. In their model, residential land-use constraints are the outcome
of a political economy game between owners of developed land, primarily homeowners, and owners
of undeveloped land, primarily developers and commercial property owners. The first group prefers
stricter controls as this could lead to an increase in the price of their property, while the second
group prefers looser controls, which increases the cost of development. Mobile households evaluate
heterogeneous local amenities and housing costs and pick locations accordingly. This model leads to
two key equilibrium relationships: first, places with desirable amenities are more populated so that
their land is more developed than that of less desirable places; second, places that are more
developed adopt tighter land-use regulations. According to their model, desirable jurisdictions are
more developed, and they charge a higher regulatory tax at equilibrium than less desirable
jurisdictions. They test their theory by estimating the effect of the share of the metropolitan area's
developable land that is already developed (a measure of the relative political strength of the
owners) on the regulatory restrictiveness of the same metropolitan area and discover this effect to
be significant and positive. They also conclude that neither the metropolitan area's homeownership
rate nor the population density has the same positive association with regulatory strictness, which is
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not in line with the homevoter hypothesis. To measure the dependent variable, the regulatory
restrictiveness of a specific metropolitan area, they used the Wharton Residential Land Use
Regulation Index (WRLURI) produced by Gyourko et al. (2008). However, as they made use of
metropolitan areas rather than individual political jurisdictions, they were not able to test the
lobbying mechanism directly, as the influence of the two groups was projected as a positive function
of the value of their land, and it was difficult to measure the practical differences between the two
groups, owners of developed and undeveloped land, in highly urbanised areas. Despite these
limitations, the work of Hilber and Robert-Nicoud addresses that highly developed areas more often
have stricter land-use regulations, probably influenced by the political strength of owners of
developable land.
In addition to that, Solé-Ollé and Viladecans-Marsal (2012) analyse whether local land supply is
influenced by the degree of political competition, and interpret the findings as indications of the
influence wielded by land development lobbies and voting residents. They use political and land
supply data for more than 2000 Spanish municipalities for a multi-year period. The analysed
dependent variable to understand this relationship is the amount of land classified for potential
development during the term-of-office studied. The political competition is measured as the margin
of victory of the incumbent government. The groups of residents and property capitals (named
owners of undeveloped land and/or developers in here) both play a role in the model of Solé-Ollé
and Viladecans-Marsal. Residents do so by using their capacity to throw the incumbent out of office
if he or she provided regulations that do not coincide with their own interests and property capitals
do so by forming organised lobbies, prepared to offer contributions to local politicians in exchange
for a building license or a reduction in regulatory stringency. The different interests provide a
situation in which the politician has to make a decision. According to Solé-Ollé and ViladecansMarsal, this decision is then dependent on the degree of political competition (the incumbent's
margin of victory) and determines the extent to which a politician can pass the regulation or building
permit sought by the developers when the margin of victory is high or is forced to respond to voters'
interests when the margin of victory is low. In other words, the degree of political competition has its
bearing on local land supply. Their findings show that during the observed period, the influence of
political competition was indeed marked, as the findings suggest that an increase of one standard
deviation in the vote margin caused the amount of developable land to grow by around 17 per cent.
The impact of political competition is even more marked in municipalities where residents
supposedly do not have any interest in development, as is the case in the suburbs and areas with
high levels of homeowners. This analysis shows that the different views regarding which groups have
the most influence on local land-use policies are compatible and that it depends on political
competition and the homeownership rate on which group will influence land-use decisions the most.
Homeowners, as is suggested by the homevoter hypothesis, or property capitals, as is suggested by
the growth machine theory.

2.3.3 At site/parcel level
Besides empirical applications on the municipal/local authority level, some empirical work also exists
on the site/parcel level, as this study also tries to do. Testing on site level makes it possible to test
site-specific variables that could not be tested on the municipal level. For example, Been, Madar, and
McDonnell (2014) have focused on the site/parcel level to test the influence of homeowners and
property capitals. Besides that, they focus on zoning changes rather than existing zoning, as Hilber
and Robert-Nicoud have done. This allows them to differentiate decisions that zoning officials make
from the zoning conditions they inherit from earlier periods. To do so, they take advantage of a
period of unusually high rezoning activity in New York City to investigate the politics underlying
zoning empirically. They use a lot-level data set of more than 230000 lots considered for rezoning
and categorised them to how they were rezoned. Then they used associations between the
characteristics of the lots and the neighbourhoods in which they are located, on the one hand, and
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the zoning changes the city imposed on the other hand, to test the primary theories, the growth
machine theory, and the homevoter hypothesis, about how local governments determine the
restrictiveness of zoning.
As New York City has the lowest homeownership rate of any major city in the United States (Mazur &
Wilson, 2010), and its land-use policies have for long been associated with the interests of the real
estate industry (Angotti, 2008), one would suggest that the influence of property capitals would be
stronger than that of homeowners. However, the study found a surprising level of empirical support
for the homevoter-based theory, as homeowners had much more influence on urban land-use policy
than the received wisdom about urban land-use policies would predict. Considering the low
homeownership rate and strong real estate interests of New York City, the downzoning of 6 per cent
and another 15 per cent that likely will function as a downzoning is remarkable in less than a decade.
After all, the influence of property capitals should, in this case, be stronger than the influence of
homeowners. While surprising, this sheer number of downzonings is, however, insufficient to cast
doubt on the leading theories about what motivates land-use decisions. However, in combination
with the research of Hilber and Robert-Nicoud, it opens the debate on which stakeholders influence
land-use decisions. Probably both property capitals and homeowners play a significant role. In urban
and suburban areas.
Another empirical study on factors that influence the planning process is set up by Ball (2011). Unlike
the studies mentioned before, Ball's study uses a wide range of variables that could influence the
planning process, and his study is not directly based on the homevoter hypothesis or growth machine
theory. Also, the dependent variable that Ball uses is different from the previous studies. Ball uses
the time taken to gain planning permission, from initial submission of a development proposal to
final planning permission, for 180 residential developments, which completed the planning stage of
development in 2006, in 13 different local authorities in southern England. He set the main
influences into four main categories. One could be related to the influences investigated by the
earlier mentioned studies, namely developer characteristics and especially the size of the firm.
According to the results, the size of the developer indeed did significantly matter as larger developers
experienced longer planning times for their projects than smaller developers. This seems to be the
opposite of what is suggested by the growth machine theory. However, Ball suggests that local, often
smaller firms, have superior knowledge about a specific project and have valuable previous
experience of dealing with a particular local authority, which could help lobby their agenda.
Besides the developer characteristics, the local authority characteristics are measured in Ball's
analysis, as the organisational culture, size, and strategic behaviour regarding developments may
matter across local authorities. Differences in strategic behaviour could be influenced by the number
of homeowners or the influence of property capitals in a specific municipality. Significant results
were found between the dozen local authorities surveyed. So, more research on the comparison of
practices within local authorities could be valuable.
Besides these characteristics, which could also be linked to the mentioned theories and the other
empirical applications, Ball also did investigate other site-specific characteristics that could be useful
in understanding the factors that influence the planning process, namely the characteristics of the
site and the proposed buildings. His explanation, to add these characteristics, is based on the
assumption that the land's features may require longer or shorter evaluation periods. For example,
the size of the development, as determined by the site area, the number of dwellings to be built and
the density of the proposed development. Besides these more obvious potential influences, Ball also
mentions the possible influence of whether a site is a brownfield or greenfield, in which the impact
on time could go either way. After all, the use of already built-on brownfield sites is strongly
encouraged within the planning policy of England, which could speed up the planning process.
However, these sites also often tend to be windfall sites, which means that these plans are available
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for development unexpectedly and are therefore not included as allocated land in a planning
authority's development plan. The study resulted in some unexpected outcomes. After all, both the
brownfield and the smaller site variables were significant for the number of submissions. So, in other
words, according to the study, inner-city developments were more often first rejected before their
submission was approved. This suggests that inner-city developments were often strongly contested
by developers and planners. Ball looked more closely at the planning documentation and discovered
a particular disagreement between developers and planners over design, density, congestion, and
parking matters. Developers also often tried to change the number or types of apartments to
improve developments' marketability. According to Ball, these results may indicate why the housing
supply has become less responsive over time. Small and brownfield sites are often more intensive,
and as these sites have become relatively larger shares of all housing development sites, the delivery
of housing supply could have been slowed.
This study is limited, as the results are only for a small area of the United Kingdom, and the analysis
was only able to examine residential development sites that finally achieved full regulatory
permission to build in one year. However, the findings could perform as a starting point for this
study, as hopefully, this study could help generalise the findings in a broader context.

2.4 Conceptual framework
Based on the existing scientific literature, theoretical and empirical, a conceptual model is designed
to investigate the influence of specific factors on the planning process from plan initiative until the
plan's approval. The decision is made to divide the independent variables into three categories based
on the literature. First, the influence of local residents based on the homevoter hypothesis, as is
suggested by Fischel (2001) and Ortalo-Magne and Prat (2014), and empirically tested by others
(Been et al., 2014; Hilber & Robert-Nicoud, 2013; Solé-Ollé & Viladecans-Marsal, 2012) will be
investigated. Second, the influence of developers based on the growth machine theory, as is
suggested by Logan and Molloy (1987) and empirically tested by others (Been et al., 2014; Hilber &
Robert-Nicoud, 2013; Solé-Ollé & Viladecans-Marsal, 2012; Ball, 2011) will be tested. Lastly, the site
and building characteristics will be tested. These characteristics were empirically introduced by the
research of Ball (2011) and were on some points significant and so could be useful in explaining
influences on the planning process.
Figure 1: conceptual framework
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3. The Dutch context
The theoretical and empirical studies on the determinants of land use regulations and the planning of
residential buildings are mainly based on the context of the United States and the United Kingdom,
with some studies performed in other legal institutions, like at the mainland of Europe. However,
planning is highly related to the legal institution and its practical outcomings in society. As this study
is performed with the quantitative data of the Dutch planning process and its outcomings hope to
contribute to the current debate and problems of the Dutch housing market, the context in which
these plans are initiated plays an essential role in understanding the results of the analysis. After all,
understanding the context will help to practical interpret and implement the results in the
Netherlands, generalise the results for a broader international context, and interpret and implement
them in countries with other legal institutions. For that reason, this chapter hopes to show why and
how the factors that are investigated in an international context, both theoretical and empirical, also
apply to the Dutch context. This is done by consecutive discussing each variable, how they are
present in the Dutch context, and how they, with the use of the theoretical assumptions, could
influence the planning process.

3.1 Dependent variable
The planning process from initiative to approval is the dependent variable in this research. This
planning process can be divided into different steps in the Netherlands and is measured in these
different stages in the data. First, an explanation about the different stages will be given, and, after
that, these stages will be linked to the available data that will be used.

3.1.1 The context of the planning process
To start building residential buildings in the Netherlands, a plan needs to be approved, and the
zoning plan needs to be changed. To get their plan approved, the developer must already complete a
long process of consideration and negotiation, in which the importance and feasibility of the plan are
discussed. This is an integral process in which not only the possible positive effects of the increasing
housing stock are taken into account, but in which all environmental aspects, as discussed in the legal
frameworks of the concerned municipality, are important. Because of that reason, individual plans
need to go through different stages in which the importance and feasibility of the plan are balanced
against the existing legal frameworks and their impact on other environmental aspects.
First, a plan starts with the initiative of a particular stakeholder, almost always the landowner, who is
willing to start the building of houses somewhere, to, in the end, sell their land for a much higher
value than it was before the development. Then, the first question to ask is if there is a need for
residential buildings in that municipality and at that location and thus if the municipality and the
province are willing to cooperate in developing the design of the plan. So, the stage of initiative is
meant to investigate if the project is desired and if no better alternatives are available. First, the
initiator wants to investigate the needs for residential buildings at their specific location, in degrees
of amount and type. By investigating the needs of a specific location, an initiator can support its
willingness to build with the evidence of societal needs. This is used in their negotiation with the
municipality that needs to cooperate in and accept the project. However, from a government point
of view, more aspects are considered, in which the municipal 'structuurvisie' plays an important role.
In the 'structuurvisie', a clear order of priorities can be determined. Because, at a specific location,
the housing needs can be high. However, that location could be meant for other environmental
aspects like nature, open space, recreation or industry, concerning the protection of nature, noise
standards, culture-historical value or safety. Based on the municipal 'structuurvisie', municipalities
can decide if the building of residential houses is desired at that location, regardless of the specific
volume in terms of type, amount, and sustainability of the properties and further societal
contributions of the plan. However, also at the provincial level, decisions about development plans
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are made. After all, the province decides the level of new houses a municipality may build, based on
regional household forecasts and if greenfield developments are needed and desired or that the
expansion of the housing stock must be organised inside the urban area on brownfield locations. In
this way, provinces keep the oversight on the bigger picture of spatial planning in the Netherlands,
keeping in mind the cross-municipal situation and development. However, the high level of
restrictiveness of provinces using household forecasts could lead to underestimating the housing
market to reach an equilibrium position, resulting in a housing shortage and high residential prices
(Michielsen et al., 2019). But, apart from this, when a plan fits the broad demands of municipality
and province, the plan moves to the next stage of development.
In the next stage of the planning process, a specific plan needs to be tested for its feasibility. First,
after the initiator has proposed its willingness to build, a municipality has to come up with conditions
and constraints, based on existing policies, the spatial situation, and environmental aspects, which
the initiator/developer has to take care of. For example, assumptions in terms of the program, like
the size, density, amount, price-classes, and sustainability of the, to be constructed, housing stock of
the plan. But also spatial and environmental assumptions, like the plan's relationship to surrounding
constructions, parking possibilities, elements of significant value in the current situation that need to
be preserved and distance to roads, industry, and nature. Identifying the wanted conditions by a
municipality is the starting point of the negotiation with the developer. Often the requirements set
up by the municipality are higher than that of developers. For example, municipalities demand a high
level of open space and parking places, resulting in fewer dwellings to sell for developers.
Negotiation about the plan's implementation could be a time-consuming and complex process in
which both municipality and developer's trust, capacity, and competence are crucial. In the end,
hopefully, the municipality and the developer can close a deal about the plan in which the spatial
quality is guaranteed, and the developer has enough possibilities to profit from its development.
After the municipality and the developer have reached an agreement on implementing the project,
the municipality's zoning plan needs to be changed and adopted by the municipal council. When the
proper preparations were taken, mostly no problems occur at this point. However, after the adoption
of the plan, formal objections could do. Formal objections can only be made by individuals or groups
directly affected by the development of the plan and could have a large impact. Even when the
objections are not declared as well-founded, the planning time could increase highly because of the
working load of the legal system.
The last step before a developer can start to build is the application for a building permit. When all of
the other steps in the planning process are taken first, and thus, the plan is in line with the current
zoning plan, no problems occur in this stage.

3.2 Independent variables
The independent variables are divided into three categories: the influence of developers,
homeowners, and site characteristics. All of them have a different contextual background, all subject
to changes in society, which may have led and will lead to changes in the duration and success of the
planning process. Understanding the contextual background will help in understanding the
measurement of the variables.

3.2.1 Developer characteristics - the context of the ownership situation
Traditionally, the Netherlands is known for its high spatial urban quality. This is partly the result of
active land policy at area developments, which the Dutch are known for. Since the housing shortage
after the Second World War, this kind of policy became the standard in the Netherlands. Active land
policy means a municipality itself is in charge of the area development. The municipality itself carries
out the land development, as the municipality, in the case of active land policy, is most often the
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landowner. Subsequently, the municipality develops the site until it is ready for construction and
then sells it for a fixed low price to housing corporations, common in the first decades after the
Second World War, or to developers. In this way, municipalities are better able to manage the
outcome and process of the site development. Besides that, municipalities could profit from the
development when the purchase price is lower than the costs they make in constructing the
infrastructure and other facilities.
However, active land policy is not without controversy (Buitelaar, 2015). After all, using this kind of
policy, the government directly influences the land market and, thus, has two roles to play in the
development of the site. On the one hand, the municipality acts as a market operator purchasing and
selling the land. However, on the other hand, the municipality has to hand out the plan's approval,
change the zoning plan and represent society. Making a profit from land development could hinder
the responsibility only to take measures in society's interest. Besides that, active land policy harbour
certain risks concerning uncertain economic situations. As the development of land, especially large
ones, often takes up much time, it is often uncertain because of changing economic situations if
profit will be made from the land sale after the development. Because of that reason, many
municipalities made a loss on their development projects during the economic crisis around 2010.
This resulted in a change of strategy in many cases from an active land policy to a more passive
facilitating land policy, in which most of the financial risks could be avoided. On the one hand, they
do so by being more reserved when it comes to acquiring new land and passing out the resources of
land that is acquired before the financial crisis (Korthals Altes, 2017). On the other hand, regarding
passive land policy, the municipality still sets requirements with which a plan has to comply.
However, the land is in the hands of other market operators, like developers or housing corporations,
and so, they are responsible for the development of the land.
These different types of land policy and, thus, different ownership situations could influence the
development process of housing sites, especially during the phase of feasibility. When a municipality
owns the land, it does not have to negotiate with a developer about the requirements and
constraints of the development. This in contrast to when a municipality is only using a passive land
policy. The municipality then does not own the land and has to undergo a long negotiation process
with a market operator, like a developer. As the percentage of passive land policy is increasing in the
Netherlands, this could partly have led to the current housing shortage. However, also on this point,
more empirical evidence is necessary.
When it comes to passive land policy, the speed and success of the negotiation can also depend on
the type of market operator that owns the land. According to Ball (2011), some developers may gain
planning permission quicker than others. For example, they have more skilled personnel or have
valuable previous experience dealing with a particular local authority. Especially the second reason
was indirectly supported by empirical evidence that projects with larger developers, who more often
do not have a large historical connection to a specific local authority, took longer from application
until permission was granted. In that way, a good connection between the developer and the local
authority seems essential.

3.2.2 Local resident characteristics - the context of citizen participation
In recent years, citizens are more and more included in area developments. First of all, this is done to
better inform the involved residents of area developments and raise the acceptance rate of these
plans. Secondly, it is a reaction to a changing societal situation in which more initiative is taken by
local private individuals. These initiatives are more flexible and smaller-scale in nature, in which an
important role is reserved for the end-user of the specific plan. This way of planning is also called
organic area development (Buitelaar et al., 2012). Besides that, in plans that local individuals do not
initiate, people want to influence the government's decision process more directly. Both factors lead
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to increased participation of citizens in the planning process of spatial developments that
governmental institutions try to facilitate. Because of these developments, participation is an
important pillar of the new Environmental Act in the Netherlands, in which it will be legally bounded
to deliver a form of participation at an early stage of the plan in which all stakeholders are involved.
Thus, participation should not only be organised in formal ways of objection but also by informing
and discussion at an early stage of the process. However, how the participation is organised is not
established in the new Act and depends on the interpretation of the related officials.
Concerning this study, it raises questions about the influence the increase of civil participation in
house building projects will have on the success rate and speed of these projects. As mentioned
earlier, the phase of feasibility may take a long time when many stakeholders are involved in the
process. This is the case in inner-city developments, in which the developer owns the land. However,
also involving the residents in the development process could lead to a delay in this phase. Possibly,
in line with the homevoter hypothesis, the local residents are against most developments in their
nearness, fearing a negative influence on their property value or environment. Increasing the power
of residents in the development process could lead to a blockage and delay of many projects.
However, also the opposite could happen, as residents are more involved in the building process at
an early stage. This could raise the acceptance of a plan and positively influence another stage of the
planning process. After all, when citizens are involved at an early stage, their critiques could be
handled early on. This could lead to fewer objections from citizens when the plan is eventually
settled, leading to an acceleration of the process at the final stage.

3.2.3 Site characteristics - the context of inner- and outer-city development
Besides developers and local residents, site characteristics could influence the speed and success of
the planning process of resident buildings. In recent years, a trend can be observed concerning these
site characteristics. More and more new developments are planned in the inner-city, also called
brownfield locations, instead of at outer-city sites, also called greenfield locations, influencing many
site characteristics. The concept of the compact city, introduced in the 1990s, underpins this trend.
During the 1990s, a growing awareness of and concern about the development of urban form started
to rise. Especially urban sprawl, the growth of urban spatial patterns with low densities, large
outward expansion, and spatially segregated land uses were generally considered as not conducive
to a good quality of life (Burchell, Listokin & Galley, 2000). So, for multiple decades now, there has
been an international debate on achieving a sustainable urban form as a reaction to the pattern of
urban sprawl. This debate is shaped by the publication of the "Green Paper on the Urban
Environment" (Commission of the European Communities, 1990), which advocated for abandoning
modernist planning and returning to the traditional, compact city, which had preceded the post-war
urban sprawl. The compact city model, linked to various characteristics as high residential densities, a
mixture of land uses, high degrees of accessibility, and closely coordinated control (Neuman, 2005),
has since then been progressively adopted by most capitalist societies. It became a guiding principle
within the European Union's strategies for the sustainable urban environment.
So, as in many western countries, this concept has also been introduced and widely accepted in the
Dutch planning system. The Netherlands has adopted a way in which inner-city developments, on
brownfield locations, are preferred to outer-city developments, on outer-city developments. To
provide legal material and process norms concerning the spatial quality of urban and rural
development, the 'ladder of sustainable urbanisation' has been introduced, in which different steps
of argumentation should lead to a sustainable, and often inner-city development (Rijkswaterstaat,
n.d). Since 2012, when the ladder for sustainable urbanisation was introduced, planning agencies
have to demonstrate evidence in three steps to argue their developments. First, is there a regional
need for the intended development? Second, can this intended development be realised within the
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existing built areas in this region? Third, if not, is it possible to realise the intended development at
nodes accessible via different modalities? In this way, it is, since then, legally adopted that the
preference for new development always has to be to inner-city developments.
Because of the clear preference for inner-city developments on brownfield locations, it can be useful
to investigate whether differences exist in planning time between these inner-city developments and
outer-city developments. Possibly, the transition to more inner-city developments is causing parts of
the current housing shortage in the Netherlands. There already exist assumptions on the differences
of planning time in the Netherlands between these two types of development, influencing different
parts of the planning process (Michielsen et al., 2019).
At the phase of initiative, the preference is given to inner-city locations, backed by the ladder of
sustainable urbanisation. As greenfield developments have to come up with a wide set of arguments
about why their plan can not be built inside the existing built area in the region and, if they can,
argue if it is possible to realise the intended development at nodes accessible via different
modalities. Because provinces are often very stringent on greenfield developments and their
argumentation via the ladder of sustainable urbanisation, this could cause a higher amount of delay
in the phase of initiative of a plan.
However, once the municipality and the province accept the plan and are willing to cooperate, the
delay could work the other way around. In the phase of feasibility, the plan is worked out more in
detail, and because of the wide range of agreements, this phase could take a long time, from one to
more than ten years. Large-scale inner-city projects seem to be more time-consuming than other
projects in this phase of the planning process. After all, there are many stakeholders and local
residents that need to be convinced, and the present owners need to be bought out. The high level
of concerned parties is different from greenfield locations. On these locations, there is more
discussion if the plan has to stay green or not. However, when an agreement is once settled on this
point, a development could go much faster. After all, fewer parties are concerned, and also, the
amount of present owners that need to be bought out is often much lower. Comparing to other
countries, the same problems can be observed. Evidence from England, where a target has been set
to deliver 60 per cent of all new housing on brownfield locations (DETR, 2000), suggests that the
achievement of the quantified 60 per cent target does not necessarily go hand in hand with the
positive effects on the overarching objectives of increased brownfield reuse and reduced greenfield
development. The target was reached in one year. However, it also resulted in a decline in the
completions of greenfield locations and, in general, a decline in the total land area for housing,
resulting in a shortage of appropriate housing (Ganser, 2008). This is in line with the findings of Ball's
research on planning delay in England (2011), in which the brownfield and smaller sites were
rejected more often and caused tensions between developers and planners.
Concluding, the introduction of the ladder of sustainable urbanisation seems to slow down greenfield
developments compared to brownfield developments. However, once an agreement about a plan is
settled, brownfield developments seem to be a lot more complex and time-consuming. In this way,
the concept of the compact city and the impact on the higher percentage of brownfield projects
could, in the end, lead to the delay of many greenfield developments in the first phase and to more
delay for brownfield projects in the second phase.
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4. Methodology
This chapter describes the methodological framework of this study. It does so by describing the
methods used to collect, adjust, and analyse the data by justifying why these methods are chosen
and how they fit the overall research design.

4.1 Research strategy
This research aims to establish which factors influence the approval process of plans in the
Netherlands. Existing international theories and their empirical applications suggest multiple factors
influencing the approval of plans, which in this study is distinguished into three groups of factors:
developer-, local resident- and site characteristics. As this study wants to test the causal relationship
between several factors and the approval process of plans, the positivist approach seems to suit this
study the best.
Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009) describe such a philosophical approach as the philosophical
stance of the natural scientist, which entails working with an observable social reality to produce lawlike generalisations. In this way, it is possible to strip social phenomena of their perceived, biased
nature and reveal them as they really are. After all, the positivist approach offers this study the
opportunity to produce precisely stated hypotheses and thus predict behaviour. This leads to the
ability to attain a high level of accuracy in the results and predictions and thus come closer to a
complete description of the relationship between the tested factors and the approval process of
housing plans. In other words, the positivist approach offers greater objectivity, certainty of
prediction, and deeper insight into the causal explanation of the approval process of plans than could
be achieved by any other method of inquiry.
From the stance of positivism, the researcher focuses on scientific empiricist methods designed to
yield pure data and observable and measurable facts, not influenced by human interpretation or
bias. The best way to act like that is through quantitative research. After all, in contrast to qualitative
research, this type of research is objective in approach because it only seeks precise measurements
and analysis of target concepts to answer the inquiry.
The quantitative research is performed consistently with and contributes to maintaining the
principles of the positivist philosophy. To do so, this study uses an empirical approach in which the
data collected and analysed should give answers to the research questions and confirm the
hypotheses or reject the assumptions. This is performed by a deductive approach, which means that
this study aims to test existing theories. First, a theoretical framework is provided, from which the
conceptual framework and thus the hypotheses of the causal relationships of the approval process of
plans is obtained. Then, to test these hypotheses, data analysis is executed, which should help to
reject or support the hypotheses.
The research strategy, which includes quantitative research, a deductive approach and a positivist
stance of view, should eventually lead to the ability to generalise the outcomes of this study to a
broader context, in which the results are of societal and scientific significance in understanding the
causes of problems in the approval process of housing plans.

4.2 Data collection
This study has collected data in two ways: collecting data from inventories of housing plans and
collecting data from official statistics of zip code areas.
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4.2.1 Inventories of housing plans
To collect the empirical data, the choice has been made to use data that already has been collected
by governmental authorities in the Netherlands, namely inventories of housing plans. This data
collection delivered multiple advantages in the elaboration of the analysis, which will be discussed
first. Afterwards, the data collection of these inventories will be discussed.

4.2.1.1 Advantages of secondary data
A first advantage of using existing information is that a large data sample could be obtained without
the time and expenses it would normally cost. A large sample is useful to give more reliable results
with greater precision and power. Besides that, it offers the opportunity to perform an analysis on
subgroups of the total sample size. After all, the larger the sample size, the larger the sub-groups will
be, and thus, the more reliable analyses on sub-groups will be.
Secondly, the secondary data provides the opportunity for longitudinal analysis. The provinces of the
Netherlands have collected data on plans for a long time. In this way, the process of plan initiative
until plans become approved or irrevocable can be followed. Different from analysing the process of
plans that are approved in one year, it is also possible to see if plans are approved at all or that some
plans have not and are dropped or stalled in an earlier stadium.
Thirdly, according to Bryman (2015), secondary analysis of official statistics is an unobtrusive
method. In other types of research methods, it is likely that a component of the replies or behaviour
is influenced by the knowledge that they are investigated. In other words, their answers or the
behaviour they exhibit may be untypical. In secondary data analysis, the researcher has no control
over the behaviour or sign in question and plays an unobserved, passive, and nonintrusive role in the
research situation. For that reason, by using secondary data, this study tries to yield facts
uninfluenced by human interpretation, which is in line with the study's positivist approach.

4.2.1.2 Data selection
Regarding the data selection, the decision has been made to focus on three different provinces,
Gelderland, Limburg, and Noord-Holland, located in clearly distinguishable parts of the country.
Collecting data from different provinces has multiple advantages, the more provinces that cooperate,
the more data that can be collected. This contributes to a larger sample size and, thus, to higher
reliability and power of the analysis. As the data is collected from different provinces, this offers the
opportunity to compare the data of the provinces to each other. Lastly, differences exist in terms of
housing needs in the different provinces. Noord-Holland is for a large part located in the Randstad
and includes the Netherlands' capital, Amsterdam. In the Randstad and especially in Amsterdam, the
housing need is very high at the moment. On the contrary, the housing needs in most parts of
Limburg and the north of Noord-Holland are much lower, as there could even exist a housing surplus.
Thus, a wide range of housing market conditions is measured, which could also contribute to the
power of the analysis.
As discussed in the theoretical framework, empirical applications on theories of land-use regulations
can be researched on multiple levels, of which municipal/local authority and site/parcel are the most
common. As this study also wants to test site characteristics and site-specific influences of
developers and local residents, the choice has been made to perform this study on site level. The
inventories of housing plans of these three provinces provide such information on site level.

4.2.1.3 Content of the inventories
The data in this research is collected from three provinces: Gelderland, Limburg and, Noord-Holland.
These provinces produce each year an inventory of all housing plans that are still in progress. The
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specific information about each plan is being tracked by the municipalities in which the plan is
located. The municipalities provide this information to the level of the province they are located in ,
after which the province merge them into one data file. This file is saved and visible as a spreadsheet.
Apart from basic information about the plan, for example, the name and the municipal location of
the plan, each plan contains a wide range of plan-specific characteristics, which are useful in the
analysis of this study. The total coverage is a long period of 15 years, from 2005 until 2019. These
years are chosen because those years were available in all of the provinces. Gelderland also could
provide the data for 2020, but as the other provinces still lack this data, the data from that year is not
included in the analysis. The province of Limburg did not have the data for the years 2005 and 2006
and, for that reason, is measured from 2007 until 2019.
The inventories differ from province to province and from year to year. The data of Noord-Holland
and Limburg is for all years merged on provincial level, in which the years 2015 until 2019 are
available in one dataset for the province of Limburg, while the data of Gelderland is from 2014
merged on regional level. Unfortunately, also some years are missing or do contain much less
information. This is the case for the planning list of 2009 in Gelderland, which is missing at all, and for
the planning list of 2007 in Noord-Holland, which contains much less information about the plans.
Also, on the level of the characteristics, many differences occur, on provincial and on a yearly level.
To analyse the data, it is necessary to be able to follow the plans over time. It is possible to do this in
multiple ways. For instance it is possible to track plans by the plan name or plan code that is
recorded every year by the provinces. However, plan names and plan codes vary and are used again
for different plans over time. For that reason the geographical location of a plan is an even better
way to track plans. For Noord-Holland to track by geographical location through the shape files of
plans the province delivered. Some did have overlap, for which the plan code was necessary to
distinguish plans from each other. Unfortunately, in Limburg and Gelderland it was not possible to
track plans in this way over the complete period, as only shape files were available for the last year
(Limburg) or years (parts of Gelderland) of observation. Because of that reason, plans in those
provinces needed to be checked by plan code and plan name. As plan codes and plan names can
occur more often in the same provinces an additional check on the municipality name or code is
performed. As both shapefiles and plan codes were missing from most of the data files of Gelderland,
the decision is made to only use the data from Food-Valley and Noord-Veluwe.
Because in this study, the entire process from initiation until approval of a plan is investigated, only
plans that have experienced the entire process within the analysed years can be included. For that
reason, the years 2005 for Noord-Holland, 2007 for Limburg and 2005 for Food-Valley and NoordVeluwe have to be excluded from the analysis. After all, it is impossible to know if these plans were
already in process before the analysed time starts.

4.2.2 Zip code area characteristics
Besides the data achieved from the three different provinces, this study also uses information about
the 4-digit zip code areas in the Netherlands. Different from other characteristics, the information
about the local residents near a plan can not be obtained from the provincial data files. Instead,
statistics from the 'Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek' (CBS) are used. In 2018, the CBS collected
information about residents of different 4-digit zip code areas in the Netherlands, including the areas
investigated in this research. This information contains information about the ownership situation of
the houses in the area, namely homes for rent versus homes for sale, and information about the
value of the houses. Both, according to the homevoter hypothesis (Fischel, 2001) explained in the
theoretical framework, could have their influence on the planning process of housing plans in their
near environment. These statistics are only available for the year 2018 but are used to analyse the
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planning process for all years. Logically, this will not be completely correct. However, it is assumed
that these characteristics will not vary much across 15 years. To know if plans are executed in their
near environment, a zip code area layer must be added to the available shapefiles of the plans. The
local resident characteristics are then compared to the executed plans in the same zip code area.

4.3 Data modification
The program STATA is used to perform the data modification and data analysis, an integrated
software package that provides many different forms of data science needs.
First, for all provinces, the yearly plan capacity files had to be merged into one file for each province.
In this process, only the variables that seemed necessary for this study were kept. These variables are
named differently in the different inventory files and, for that reason, needed to be renamed. For
Noord-Holland, the yearly data files from 2005 until 2019 were merged, for Limburg, the yearly data
files from 2007 until 2019 were merged, and for Gelderland, the yearly data files from 2005 until
2013, except for the data file of the year 2009 and the regional data files from 2014 until 2019 were
merged. Besides adjustments on renaming and recoding variables, no problems occurred in this
stage.
In the second phase of the data modification, the newly merged files had to be adjusted to prepare
them for data analysis. First, the different variables that are used in the analysis needed to be
disposed of typing errors. For example, non-numeric characters had to be removed from numeric
variables and answers that meant the same but were written differently needed to be merged in
one. After that, the measurement method had to be made correct, as differences in the
measurement of the variables exist across years and provinces. The measurement of the data after
modification is discussed in the next chapter. Besides these actions that had to be taken for all
provinces, also a problem needed to be solved that only occurred in the file of Limburg. For the data
of Limburg, problems occurred because new construction and demolition were noted as different
units, referring to the same plan. For that reason, the data file of Limburg had to be reshaped to a file
in which this did not occur anymore. This could be done by removing lines that were duplicate on all
levels except construction or demolition. The numbers of construction and demolition were then
added to one line of plan information.
Also, problems occurred with linking the individual yearly observations to each other. After all, some
plan codes and plan names of the same plan were slightly different over time. A check in which
multiple variables were used to combine the individual observations was used to overcome these
problems.
Once a selection of data had been made, and the different plans and plan characteristics were well
ordered and combined over time, the adjustments on the different variables for further analyses
were made.

4.4 Data measurement
To perform the analysis, the different variables, dependent and independent, need to be correct and
the same for each data set. The procedure per variable is discussed below. An overview of the
measurement per variable is given in Appendix 1.

4.4.1 Approval status
The independent variable of this study is the approval time of a plan, which is the time between
initiation and approval of a plan. To measure this variable, it is essential to understand how provinces
in the Netherlands measure the status of a plan. As described in the Dutch context chapter, the
process of plans in the Netherlands consists of different stages. In the data files of the provinces,
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these stages are measured as the status of a plan. Different measuring methods occur between years
and provinces, but it is aggregated and measured as illustrated in table 1.
Table 1: coding of the status of plans

Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Label
1A Irrevocable
1B Irrevocable (obligation to implement)
1C Irrevocable (authority to change)
2 Approved by the province
3 Approved by the municipality
4 In preperation
5 potential

It consists of the entire process from initiation until the houses are built. As this study only focuses on
plans that are still revocable, from initiation until approval, only the years in which plans do have the
codes 7 (potential) until 4 or 5 (approved plan) will be included. Since 2012, approval by the province
is not necessary anymore, so from that point the approval by a municipality is considered the
endpoint of the revocable phase. The process until approval is measured in two ways. The year a plan
is included in the planning inventory will be the start of both analysed planning times. However, the
endpoint is different. After all, this study will investigate the process until a plan gets approved, so
when a plan changes from code 6/7 to 4/5.

4.4.2 Developer characteristics
To test the influence of the dependent variable 'developer characteristics', the provincial planning
inventories contain most of the required information. As the kind of developer varies across plans,
this study wants to analyse whether different forms of developers lead to differences in the planning
time of housing plans. Unfortunately, developer characteristics are not available for all of the yearly
files. For Noord-Holland, this kind of information is available from 2012 until 2019, for Limburg from
2007 until 2019, and for Food-Valley and Noord-Veluwe from 2015 until 2019. Five categories
measure the different forms of developers. The inventories provide information about whether a
plan is developed by a municipality, a housing corporation, private individuals, or a private
developer. Private developers are divided into two sub-groups based on a list from Cobouw (2020),
in which the top 50 developers are named, and on a list from Lucas Ligtenberg (2020), from which
the top 30 developers are used. Developers that are present in both or in one of the two lists are
defined as large developers. All other developers are defined as small developers. After that, these
five categories were shaped as dummy-variables.

4.4.3 Local resident characteristics
Unlike the developer characteristics, the information about the local residents near a plan can not be
obtained from the provincial data files. Instead, the zip code area characteristics are used, which are
collected by the CBS. The ownership situation and house value of local residents are compared to the
executed plans in the same zip code area. Essential for this comparison is that both the zip code area
as the shapefile of the plan is available. For that reason, only plans that have a shapefile in some year
are included in this analysis. This is the case for Noord-Holland from 2005 until 2019, for Limburg
from 2016 until 2019, for Food-Valley from 2014 until 2019, and Noord-Veluwe from 2015 until 2019.
As the plan codes of plans in the 2016-2019 data file for Limburg could be the same as plan codes in
previous data files, some plans in Limburg can be observed for a longer time than that a shapefile is
available. To test the influence of the ownership situation, the percentage of owner-occupied homes
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is used. In this way, the influence of a certain percentage of owner-occupied homes on the planning
time can be tested.
The second characteristic investigated is the average home value per zip code, measured by the
average value of owner-occupied homes in the zip code area of a plan. The value is determined by
the law 'Waardering Onroerende Zaken' (WOZ), which is used for the official determination of home
values in the Netherlands.

4.4.4 Site characteristics
The data on the last independent variable, the site characteristics, can again be obtained from the
provincial inventories, containing a wide range of information about each plan. This study also
focuses on different characteristics for measuring the influence of the site on the planning process.
First, this study makes a distinction whether a plan is planned as an inner-city or outer-city
development. As more and more plans are inner-city developments in the Netherlands, it could be
interesting to explore whether this characteristic influences the process of a plan. For Noord-Holland,
this data is available from 2005 until 2019, except for the years 2007 and 2008, and Limburg, all of
the yearly data files contain information about if a plan is an inner-city or outer-city development.
Food-Valley and Noord-Veluwe provide this kind of information from 2005 until 2019, except for the
years 2008 and 2009. To measure this characteristic, a dummy variable has been made in which
inner-city development is noted as a 1 and outer-city development as a 0.
Besides the location of a plan also the size of a plan can influence the planning process. The size of a
plan is measured by the number of dwellings that will be built at a specific site. This kind of
information is available for all of the available data files from Noord-Holland, Limburg, Food-Valley,
and Noord-Veluwe. In these files, the amount of dwellings that will be built in a plan is measured as
the gross plan capacity. As the plan size can vary through the years that a plan is in process, only the
number of dwellings in the final year of the analysis, the year before a plan becomes approved, is
used.
Also, the building type of the houses on a site could influence the process of a plan. This study
defines the building type in two ways. First, a distinction is made between single-family houses and
multi-family houses, for instance, apartment blocks. For Noord-Holland, this kind of data is available
from 2012, and for Limburg, Food-Valley and Noord-Veluwe, it is available for all of the used data
files. The building type is measured by the percentage of single-family homes in a particular plan.

4.5 Data analysis
This research aims to investigate the influence of a variety of factors on the process of housing plans
in the Netherlands. This is tested by analysing the variables' influence on the time of the plans to
become approved.
Before analysis could start, the three edited provincial data folders are combined through the
program STATA, in which also the analysis is executed.

4.5.1 Planning time
To test the influence of developer-, local resident- and site characteristics on the time to become
approved, this study applies an empirical approach called survival analysis. This type of analysis
focuses on questions related to timing and duration until the occurrence of an event (Foster, Barkus &
Yavorsky, 2006). In this study, the event that is investigated is when a plan turns into an approved
plan, which can be derived from the plan status in the plan inventories. The time it takes until the
approval of a plan occurs, the survival time, is then examined within the survival model. A core
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concept in survival models is the survivor function (S), which expresses the probability (Pr) that a
survival time (T) is equal to or greater than some time (t):
𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟(𝑇 > 𝑡)
At origin time t = 0, S(0) = 1, after all, all subjects are surviving at t = 0. When time increases, the
survival function will decrease, as, in the case of this study, more and more plans will be approved
over the years. The survival curve, will in that sense be decreasing over time.
Whereas the survival function focuses on surviving, this study is rather interested in the occurrence
of an event, in this case, the approval of a plan. For that reason, not the survival rate but the failure
rate is necessary as failure means that an event has occurred. Failure and survival are related to each
other, encapsulated by the hazard function h(t). The hazard rate indicates the rate at which subjects
fail by t, given that the subject has survived until t. In this way, a hazard function shifts the attention
to estimating the probability of the occurrence of the event, making it a better fit for this study. This
method adds important information about time, in a way that not only focuses on the outcome but
also on the time to an event. This makes it able to compare the survival time between two or more
groups and to assess the relationship between explanatory variables and survival time. It takes
several steps to test such comparisons and relationships, which will be discussed now.
A common distinction made in survival modelling is between non-, semi-, and parametric models. In
non-parametric models, there is no assumption about the shape of the hazard function or about how
covariates may affect that shape. This is often an excellent preliminary descriptive technique to use
at the beginning of the data analysis as will be used as such in this study. However, the goal of this
study is to test the influence of different covariates, as those covariates can not be included in nonparametric models, this study uses regression techniques of a parametric model. In contrast to nonparametric models as the Kaplan-Meier estimation, semi-parametric and parametric models do not
only include assumptions about the distribution of failure or event times, but also about the
relationship between the independent variables, also called covariates, and the dependent variable,
survival. To measure the effects of the covariates on survival, this study uses the proportional hazard
model. The proportional hazard model is focused on the hazard function instead of the survival
function, in which the hazard for any particular individual is a fixed proportion of the hazard for any
other individual. Besides that, the covariates have a multiplicative effect on the hazard function. The
formula of the proportional hazard model is written as:
ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) = ℎ0𝑖 (𝑡) exp(𝑋 ′ 𝛽)
The hazard for individual i at time t is the product of two factors, h0t and the exponent of X'β. This
function represents the vector of the exponent of the coefficients of parameters (β) for the various
covariates (X) included in the model. In that sense, it describes the influence of the covariates on the
hazard function, which is essential in understanding the relationship in time between the covariates
and the dependent variables. The dependent variable, planning time, can be derived from the hazard
function. Determining the function of X'β, by adding the covariates that are measured in this study,
the model of this study can be written as the following:
ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) = ℎ0𝑖 (𝑡) exp(𝛽1 𝑋𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑖2 + 𝛽3 𝑋𝑖3 + 𝛽4 𝑋𝑖4 + 𝛽5 𝑋𝑖5 + 𝛽6 𝑋𝑖6 + 𝛽7 𝑋𝑖7
These covariates represent the independent variables of this study. All of them are measured on plan
level i and are all fixed variables. This means that variation is in between plans and not between
years. The seven covariates are based on the developer-, local resident-, and site characteristics and
are measured by the type of developer (β1), ownership situation of the local residents (β2), average
home value of the local residents (β3), gross plan capacity (β4), plan location (β5), ownership
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situation of the site (β6), and the building type (β7). How these variables are measured is already
discussed in paragraph 4.4, and an overview of them is given in appendix 1. The exponential
component ensures that the estimated hazards are always non-negative. This is essential since the
hazard function must be between zero and infinity.
As can be observed, the proportional hazard model does not include an intercept and a random error
term. This is because both distributional assumptions are absorbed in the baseline hazard function
ℎ0𝑖 (𝑡).
The baseline hazard function can be specified in different ways. In semi-parametric models, the
baseline hazard function is unspecified and can be interpreted as the function for a subject whose
covariates all have the value of zero. In other words, such models do not have an intercept term.
However, in this study, it is assumed that the survival time follows a certain distribution. For that
reason, in this study is chosen for the Weibull model, which is in line with the empirical contributions
of Bulan et al. (2006) and Cunningham (2006), who applied parametric Weibull hazard functions in
estimating the effects of various explanatory variables on development timing. The distinguishing
factor of the Weibull model is that the baseline hazard is characterised as monotonic, which means
that the baseline hazard can monotonically increase or decrease over time (Mills, 2011). The Weibull
model is specified as:
ℎ0 (𝑡) = 𝜌𝑡𝜌−1
In this formula, ρ is the shape parameter, which relates to the fact that the shape of the hazard is
dependent on the value of this term. When ρ > 1 the hazard rate is said to increase as time increases,
when ρ = 1, it is a constant hazard, and when ρ < 1 the hazard is said to decrease as time increases.
In this study, the hazard rate increases as time increases, so ρ will be above 1.
Concluding, using the model of this study, the influence of the different covariates on the time of the
process of the plans will be measured. If a negative coefficient is observed for one of the covariates,
this means that a higher value of the covariate results in a lower hazard rate. In other words, the
higher the value of the covariate, the lower the hazard, and thus the longer the planning time will be
and vice versa.

4.6 Reliability
The reliability of a research tells how consistently a method measures the subject of interest. In other
words, when the same method to the same sample under the same conditions is performed, the
same results should be obtained.
Important in consistency is the degree of random error, which are not predictable and occur due to
chance. The higher the degree of random error, the more different the results will be if the research
is repeated, even if the method, sample, and conditions are the same. The degree of random error is
influenced by the sample size that is used. The larger the sample size, the lower the margin of error
will be, as it makes the sample statistic less variable. The provided data from the provinces can
contain such errors. For that reason, it is important to check for outliers and typing errors carefully.
Secondly, it is important to know if the research is reproducible under the same conditions. To do so,
the influence of time needs to be investigated (Patten & Newhart, 2018). For example, the exact time
at which a survey is taken can influence the results of that survey and, for that reason, result in
different results when measuring at a different time. For this study, this means that the planning
process of housing plans is followed during different periods. Ball (2011) already mentioned that to
generalise results on planning time, analyses had to be performed in a longer period, as his study
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only analyses residential development sites that finally achieved full regulatory permission to build in
one year. This study uses data from 15 years. Thus, it is possible to check if the year of approval does
not influence the planning time of the plans, which is not possible if only plans that achieved
approval in one year are analysed.
Another condition that can differ is the influence of the researcher (Patten & Newhart, 2018). In
other words, if the same research is performed again by a different person, the same results have to
be obtained. The data provided by the provinces differ per province and year. This could influence
the way the data is interpreted by different researchers. Thus, it is important to be open and clear
about the actions taken to manipulate the data set and measure and analyse the essential variables.
For that reason, all of these actions are performed and saved in STATA and can be inspected by
others. In that way, it is easier to repeat this study by other researchers with the same data set.

4.7 Validity
The validity of a research is the extent to which a concept or measurement is well-founded and likely
corresponds accurately to the real world. So, in contrast to reliability, validity is about the accuracy
instead of the consistency of the measurements. Two important forms of validity can be
distinguished, namely internal and external validity.
Internal validity is the extent to which a study establishes a trustworthy cause-and-effect relationship
and, thus, how it rules out alternative explanations for its findings (Bryman, 2015). Concerning this
study, the internal validity is based on how certain it is that the independent variables, at least in
part, are responsible for the variation that has been identified in the dependent variable. To ensure
internal validity, a theoretical framework is used to develop a conceptual framework in which the
expected causal relationships are presented. The theoretical framework contains theories about the
relationship between homeowners and land-use regulation and developers and land-use regulation.
However, as existing theories lack in studies on the relationship between those independent
variables and the planning time, there is still a level of uncertainty on these causal relationships. This
undermines the internal validity. For that reason, a wide range of site characteristics is also added to
the conceptual framework, which, according to empirical applications, could also influence the
planning time. This is in line with the more explorative nature of this study, in which no potential
influence should be excluded. In this way, the internal validity of this study can be increased.
External validity is the extent to which the conclusions of a scientific study can be generalised to and
across other situations and times. To be able to generalise to other situations, the studied sample
must be representative of the real-world situation. This study hopes to generalise findings on the
influence of several factors on the planning time of plans to a national (the Netherlands) and
international context.
To generalise the findings to a national context, the sample needs to be representative of the
housing development situation at a national level. This study does so by using information from
different provinces with different residential development situations when it comes to housing
needs, housing prices, and the demographical structure. In Noord-Holland, especially in the southern
part of the province, is a high level of housing need and housing prices and an increase of population.
The situation in the southern part of Limburg is more or less the opposite. The chose variables are
present in all of the researched areas. This will exclude province-related influence as may occur due
to the different housing market situations.
Generalising the results to a broader international context is more difficult, as differences exist in
the planning process across countries. For that reason, the results of this study can not simply be
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reproduced in an international context, but have to be observed in the context of the respective
country. However, the results can be a useful starting point for further analysis in other countries,
which can also strengthen the results obtained in this study.
Besides differences on a national and international level, the extent of external validity also depends
on whether the conclusions of this study can be generalised to different times. This study uses a
sample that includes a long period of time, from 2005 to 2019. In this way, year-varying influences
can be excluded from the results of the analysis. Time-dependent variables can be excluded as an
influence on the research results, so that the results can be better generalised to studies that are
performed in other periods of time. However, as the context changes over time, the influence of
characteristics could be different in the future. For that reason, the continuously changing society
has to be taken into consideration when using the results of this study in the future.

4.8 Ethical considerations
This research takes care of major ethical issues. As this study does only use data about plans and zip
code areas, it does not harm the privacy and the distribution of information of individuals. However,
the plan data that is used is confidential and, as such, provided by the provinces. For that reason, an
agreement is signed that the used plan data will only be used for the matter of this study and is still
owned by the province in question. For that reason, the data can not be used or distributed for
further research without the province's consent. Also, it is not allowed to project information about
individual plans in this study. This does not influence the analysis, as this study does not make
statements about individual locations of plans and only reports on higher aggregate levels.
Information about developers and zip code areas is, different from the provincial data files, publicly
accessible, and do for that reason not have any limitations on their use.
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5. Results
5.1 Descriptive statistics
In this paragraph, all of the variables that were considered as potentially influential are described.
First, an overview will be given of the data of the independent variable, the time until becoming
approved. After that, the dependent variables are split by their type, categorical and continuous
variables, as those are described differently.

5.1.1 Independent variable
The independent variable in the analysis will be the time to become approved. As discussed before,
this time will be measured in two ways in which the maximum year differs. The minimum year is the
same for both measurements. This is the year a plan is initiated and thus added to the planning list of
the province. The maximum year is chosen by the last year a plan has a plan status of 6 or 7 (see
table 1 for an explanation of the codes) before it turns into an approved plan (plan status coded 5 or
less). Logically plans that do not have information on the plan status of a plan or which change again
from an approved plan into an unapproved plan in the database will not be investigated in this
research.
As this study wants to provide conclusions on the entire planning process from initiative until
approval of a plan, also only plans which can be followed during this complete process can be used in
the analysis. For that reason, censoring is taken into account. Censoring means that there is
information about the survival time (or planning time in this study), but the exact time is unknown.
There are two important ways that this could happen, through left- and right-censoring.
Right-censoring occurs when the event under study is not experienced by the last observation. In this
study, this would mean that a specific plan starts during the observed period (2005-2019) but is not
turned in an approved plan yet. In the survival analysis, this specific plan will be at risk in all the years
it is in the database but will never 'fail'. These plans are taken into account for the amount of years
that they were in the database but did not experience the event. In that way they still can influence
the hazard ratio. After all, not experiencing the event at all during the observation period should also
drop the chance to become approved at a certain time.
Left-censoring occurs when the subject under study was already active before the subject was first
observed. The subject's true survival time is than more than or equal to the observed survival time.
Because the moment the subject became at risk is unknown, the survival time measured when
failure occurs is possibly not right. For that reason, left-censored data needs to be excluded from the
data set. The excluded data is illustrated in the two figures below. Remarkable are the significant
differences between the three provinces and the high numbers of left-censoring in general.
Especially in Limburg, the amount of left-censored plans is really high (76%), while in Noord-Holland,
only a little bit more than half of the plans are left-censored (55%). Besides plans that became at risk
before the study started, there were also plans that entered the data already approved. There could
be multiple reasons for the high number of approved plans in the first year. It is possible that the
provinces only included confidential plans when they were already approved, or these plans just
reached the status of approval in the first year of the planning process. As this could not be
investigated, these plans are excluded from the analysis.
There also exist a small portion of plans that change again from an approved status into an
unapproved status in a later stadium. As those plans are not reliable, these plans are also removed
from both analyses.
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Figure 2: percentage left-censoring per province (left) & type of left-censoring per province (right)
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When the left-censored data was removed, the data sets could be merged into one and be made
ready for analysis. Before turning to the analysis, a further description of the final observations is
useful. From this point, the data is split by their type of analysis as the endpoint of analysis is
different. Logically, this will already influence the descriptive statistics.
What stands out from the data set is that most of the plans are obtained from the data set of NoordHolland (circa 57%). Besides that, in later years, more plans are suitable for analysis. This is partly the
result of removing left-censored data. In earlier years, more data was already from the beginning in
the data set, and for that reason, removed.
Table 2: observations per province

Jaar

Gelderland

Limburg

NoordHolland

Total

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total

56
89
0
0
119
127
135
140
141
132
161
157
182
211
1.650

0
0
166
265
409
420
400
375
407
403
791
853
910
964
6.363

0
284
450
557
558
638
612
657
813
979
1.116
1.474
1.308
1.250
10.464

56
373
616
822
1.086
1.185
1.147
1.125
1.312
1.470
2.036
2.454
2.379
2.416
18.477

The number of observations is not similar to the number of plans, as a plan can consist multiple
observations if a plan is in process for multiple years. These observations are combined by their
name and code and the shape they contain into plans. The plans, without the left-censored ones,
that experience the event are included in the analysis. So, these are plans that become approved in
the observed time. For these plans, it is interesting to see in which year these plans mostly become
approved (table 3). It is noticeable is that no plans from 2019 are used in this analysis. This results
from the way the coding is performed. The choice have been made to use the variables’ information
in the maximum year a plan is still unapproved. In 2019 it is unclear if unapproved plans become
approved in the next year and for that reason no plans can be used from that year.
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Table 3: plans to become approved per year

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total

Frequency Percentage
12
60
41
65
102
84
115
84
103
92
282
171
100
0
1.358

0,9%
4,6%
3,1%
5,0%
7,8%
6,4%
8,8%
6,4%
7,9%
7,0%
21,5%
13,0%
7,6%
0%
100,0%

Cumulative
0,9%
5,5%
8,6%
13,6%
21,4%
27,8%
36,5%
42,9%
50,8%
67,8%
79,3%
92,4%
100,0%
100,0%

In survival analysis, not only the rate of events is important, but also the time until a certain object
experiences this event. For that reason, it is also important to take a closer look at the survival time
of the plans (table 4).
Table 4: time until plans become approved

Time

Approved

Approved %

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Total

463
309
184
119
75
58
38
31
21
7
5
1
0
1.311

35,3%
23,6%
14,0%
9,1%
5,7%
4,4%
2,9%
2,4%
1,6%
0,5%
0,4%
0,1%
0,0%
100%

As can be seen in the previous table the amount of plans drops gradually per year. In other words,
the later in time (years), the fewer plans become approved. The Kaplan-Meier curve is another way
of showing the drop of plans per year. This model provides a visual plot of the survivor function by
estimating the probability in which the unit of observation survives at time t (provided it has survived
up to that point). The Kaplan-Meier estimator is applied to all the plans, so also the plans that have
not occurred the event. The Kaplan-Meier survival curve (figure 3) presents the estimates for the
survival curve. The survival plot visualises the time taken from the year of initiative (the year a plan
was added to the data set) until a plan becomes approved. However, the Kaplan-Meier survival curve
does also take right-censored data into account. They are included in the survival estimate from the
moment they first entered the dataset until the final year of observation. Besides those plans, there
are also plans that never got the status of approval and were deleted from the dataset before the
final year of observation. To both types of plans is referred to as ‘lost’ in table 5.
Considering plans that experienced the event, 35% of the plans were approved in the first year. Also
considering lost data, only 10% is approved in the first year.
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Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier estimator including the plans at risk

Table 5: survival function per year
Time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

At risk
4685
2974
1971
1227
855
588
384
286
205
132
77
42
16

Fail
463
309
184
119
75
58
38
31
21
7
5
1
0

Lost
1248
694
560
253
192
146
60
50
52
48
30
25
16

Survivor function
0,9012
0,8075
0,7322
0,6611
0,6032
0,5437
0,4899
0,4368
0,3920
0,3712
0,3471
0,3389
0,3389

5.1.2 Independent categorical variables
As the options for descriptive statistics differs per variable type, the choice has been made to divide
the description of the dependent variables into categorical variables and continuous variables. These
two types of variables are the only ones present in this research. The categorical variables can be
divided into three groups of characteristics, namely the site, developer situation and possible delay
of an approved plan (table 6). What stands out is that most of the plans are inner-city locations
(77,8%). This can result from the current policy in the Netherlands, where priority is given to innercity locations in the development of new housing. Also, it is remarkable that if the information is
available, which is unfortunately the case for only a small portion of around 600 plans, most plans
are developed by a small developer (41,7%) and that only a little bit more than 10% is executed by
the municipality itself (10,9%). Also, this could be a result of changing housing policy in the
Netherlands, where municipalities nowadays are more often a passive contributor to housing
projects instead of the owner of the land. Lastly, it is remarkable that of the four considered types of
delay private initiative is pointed out by the government as the factor that contributes to delay the
most often (17,0%).
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Table 6: descriptive statistics of categorical variables

Variable name
Site characteristics

0

1

0 (%)

1 (%)

Total

277

986

21,9%

78,1%

1.263

Large developer

602

32

95,0%

5,1%

634

Small developer
Municipality
Housing corporation
Private individuals

349
585
434
513

285
49
200
121

55,1%
92,3%
68,5%
80,9%

45,0%
7,7%
31,6%
19,1%

634
634
634
634

558
589
605
657

113
82
66
14

83,2%
87,8%
90,2%
97,9%

16,8%
12,2%
9,8%
2,1%

671
671
671
671

Inner-city location

Developer characteristics

Delay characteristics
Private initiative delay
Local resident delay
Public support delay
Conflict delay

5.1.3 Dependent continuous variables
Besides categorical variables, this study also uses continuous variables to indicate their influence on
the planning time. As those variables have a wide range of observations, another form of descriptive
statistics is needed. The continuous variables are part of two types of characteristics: the site and the
local residents of a specific plan (table 7). What stands out is that the mean of gross plan capacity is
relatively low compared to the standard deviation, especially in the analysis until approval. Probably,
this is caused by some outliers, which include a high amount of houses. The high maximum number
of this variable (7.500) indeed indicates such a reason. Also, the amount of single-family homes and
homes for sale is higher in general in the analysed plans than flats and rental homes. Also, for these
variables, the standard deviation is remarkable high, which could be explained by the fact that many
plans have a 0 or a 100 as a percentage for these two variables. The local residents characteristics
percentages are more close to the mean number, which also can be observed from the lower
standard deviation. In general, the investigated plans are surrounded by local residents who live on
average for around 37% in a rental house and have an average home value of around 248.000.
Table 7: descriptive statistics of continuous variables

Variable name
Site characteristics
Gross plan capacity
Single-family (%)
Sale (%)

Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

1.311
1.008
625

53,17
62,18
72,87

263,28
45,16
40,05

0
0
0

7.500
100
100

1,040
1,037

36,94
247,79

15,60
78,50

0
81

100
994

Local residents characteristics
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents

5.2 Bivariate analyses
Before proceeding to more complicated models, first, some bivariate analyses will be executed. For
the categorical variables, the log-rank test of equality across strata is used, which is a non-parametric
test. For the continuous variables, a bivariate Cox proportional hazard regression is used, which is a
semi-parametric model.
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5.2.1 Log-rank test of equality
In this test, the observed values of the plans are compared to the expected values. The observed
values are the same as mentioned in the previous paragraph, namely, the number of the plans that
become approved during the observed period. However, the expected value is based on a general
Kaplan-Meier estimation, which makes no distinction between plans that occurred the event and
plans which did not. The null hypothesis would be that there exist no difference between those two
groups of values. However, if the survival functions of the observed values and expected values are
not parallel to each other, there will be differences in outcome. The higher the relative difference,
the lower the p-value will be. When the p-value of variables in a set of characteristics is below 0.2,
the group of variables is included in further analyses.
For this test, only categorical variables can be used. So, all the categorical variables that were already
mentioned in chapter 5.1.2 are included. First, this test has been executed for the analysis of the
plans that have become approved during the observed period (table 8). What stands out is that not
all of the site and developer characteristics have a p-value of below 0.2, as the p-value of both large
developer and housing corporation is above 0.2. However, because other characteristics could still be
useful, this set of variables will be included in further analyses.
Besides that, the p-values of the delay characteristics are even worse, of which only conflict delay has
a p-value of below 0.2. This is remarkable given the fact that government institutions already pointed
out plans that do have such a characteristic (if delay = 1) as delayed or possible delayed plans.
However, according to the log-rank test of equality, only conflict delay (in conflict with existing plans)
has a p-value of below 0.2. So in contrast to what governments say, these plans do not significantly
have more delay than other plans. As the number of observations that experienced the event is very
low for the variable conflict delay, the delay characteristics are not included in further analyses.
Table 8: log-rank test of equality

Variable name
Site characteristics

Observed (0)

Expected (0)

Observed (1)

Expected (1)

p-value

277

201,14

986

1061,86

0.0000

Large developer

602

603,31

32

30,69

0.7957

Small developer
Municipality
Housing corporation
Private individuals

349

326,61

285

307,39

0.0573

585

562,38

49

71,62

0.0024

434

444,23

200

189,77

0.3426

513

545,47

121

88,53

0.0001

558

566,27

113

104,73

0.3531

589

595,48

82

75,52

0.4038

502

496,28

60

65,72

0.4285

657

645,57

14

25,43

0.0152

Inner-city location

Developer characteristics

Delay characteristics
Private initiative delay
Local resident delay
Public support delay
Conflict delay

5.2.2 Cox proportional hazard model
As continuous variables have no categories of outcomes, it is impossible to perform a log-rank
equality test on them. Instead, this study uses a Cox proportional hazard model with a single
continuous predictor, which is a semi-parametric model. Also, in this Chi-squared test, the p-value of
the continuous variable has to be lower than 0.2 to be included in further analysis. The continuous
variables are the same as mentioned in chapter 5.1.3 and tested with the Cox proportional hazard
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model for plans to become approved during the observed period (table 9). It is noticeable that all of
the tested variables have a p-value of below 0.20 and, for that reason, are all included in further
analyses. The failures are the plans that have become approved in the observed period. The hazard
ratio is a measure of the influence of a specific variable on the outcome of interest over time. If the
hazard ratio is 1 at any particular time, the variable will not influence the outcome of an event. When
the hazard ratio is below 1, the chance of experiencing the event will be lower when the variables
value increases. This works vice versa for values above 1. A first glimpse at the Cox proportional
hazard model outcomes suggests that the gross plan capacity, rent percentage of local residents, and
the home value of local residents have a hazard ratio below 1. This means that the higher the value
of these variables are, the lower the chance of the event at a particular time will be. For the other
variables, this will work vice versa. The exact hazard ratios will not be discussed now but is to be
debated in further analyses.
Table 9: bivariate Cox proportional hazard models

Variable name
Site characteristics
Gross plan capacity
Single-family (%)
Sale (%)

Failures

Hazard ratio

Std. Error

p-value

1.311

0,9992626

0,0001898

0.0000

1.008

1,003347

0,0006978

0.0000

625

1,003717

0,0010182

0.0002

1.040

1,000076

0,0001016

0.0853

1.037

0,9988608

0,0003568

0,0009

Local residents characteristics
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents

5.3 Correlation
Before the hazard analyses are performed a test for correlation is performed. Correlation implies that
the independent variables are related to each other, therefore masking the true effects on the time
to become approved. As this study uses both categorical as continuous variables, different forms of
correlation tests had to be performed. The correlation of the categorical variables is analysed by a
Chi-square test of independence (table 10). When the outcome of this test is not significant, this
implies some form of relationship between the two variables. According to this test only the
variables large developer and municipality show a non-significant value, implying a relation between
those two variables. As developer actors can work together on plans, it is possible that large
developers and municipalities more often work together than other actors.
Table 10: Chi-square test of independence

Inner-city location
Small developer
Large developer
Municipality
Housing corporation
Private individuals

Inner-city
location
14,0034***
5,9715**
73,9333***
91,6508***
4,7637**

Small
developer

Large
developer

79,0680***
236,5568***
1900***
1200***

1,0858
44,6289***
56,4533***

Municipality

147,35***
13,7139***

Housing
corporation

Private
individuals

516,0808***

-

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

To test the correlation between continuous and categorical variables, a point-biseral correlation test
is used (table 11). The outcome of this test lies between -1 and 1, in which the closer to -1 or 1 means
a higher strength of correlation. It is assumed that from a value of -0.3 or 0.3 to -0.5 or 0.5 a medium
correlation exists between two variables. In this analysis only the relationship between owneroccupied (%) and housing corporation has such a medium correlation (0,409). This means that if a
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housing corporation is involved in a project the owner-occupied percentage is higher as well. All the
other variables only show a relatively small correlation.
Table 11: point-biserial correlation

Gross plan capacity
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents
Single-family homes (%)
Owner-occupied (%)

Inner-city
location
0,056
0,009
0,021
0,27
0,142

Small
developer
-0,029
-0,004
-0,078
0,069
-0,205

Large
developer
-0,027
-0,007
-0,015
-0,059
-0,061

Municipality
-0,015
0,002
-0,032
-0,077
0,009

Housing
corporation
0,03
-0,027
0,283
0,103
0,409

Private
individuals
0,04
0,044
-0,179
-0,147
-0,151

To test the correlation between continuous variables, a Pearson correlation test is used (table 12).
The outcome of this test lies again between -1 and 1, in which the closer to -1 or 1 means a higher
strength of correlation. Also for this test it is assumed that form a value of -0.3 or 0.3 to -0.5 or 0.5 a
medium correlation exists between two variables. In this analysis only the relationship between
owner-occupied (%) and single-family (%) is significant. This means that if a plan has a high
percentage of single-family homes, the chance of having a high percentage of owner-occupied
homes as well is higher. All the other variables only show a relatively small correlation.
Table 12: Pearson correlation

Gross plan capacity
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents
Single-family homes (%)
Owner-occupied (%)

Gross plan
capacity
1,000
-0,073
0,029
-0,058
-0,065

Rent (%) local
residents
1,000
-0,111
0,020
0,029

Home value local
residents

1,000
-0,109
0,004

Single-family
homes (%)

Owneroccupied (%)

1,000
0,448

5.4 Hazard analysis
To measure the effects of the independent variables on the time that plans become approved, this
study uses a parametric hazard model as discussed in paragraph 4.5. In this hazard analysis, the site-,
developer- and local resident characteristics are investigated. As this study is based on an already
existing data set from different sources (three provinces), the number of observations varies per
variable. Because of that reason, the choice has been made to build up the final parametric hazard
model in multiple steps. First, the variables included in almost all of the plans are used in the base
specification. These are the gross plan capacity and the location of a plan, both present in almost all
of the provincial planning inventories. Besides that, the local resident characteristics are added to the
base specification. After all, these are based on geographical information on which they could be
added to all of the plans that are linked to a geographical shape file. In that way, the first analysis is
performed on all data that have geographical information on their location. The second model that is
analysed starts from a specification on the developer characteristics. In that way only plans that have
some kind of developer characteristics will be used. On that specification also the base
characteristics and the remaining site characteristics will be added (full sample), which further
narrows the range of plans. The last analysis tested is a specification on the site characteristics. Those
variables do also have less available observations than that of the base model. The other
characteristics will also be added to this specification. To end the hazard analysis a final model will be
shown in which an overview of analyses is shown.
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1,000

5.3.1 Goodness of fit
Before starting the hazard analysis it is important to evaluate the goodness of fit of the several
models. This can be evaluated by using the Cox-Snell residuals. If the model fits the data well, then
the true cumulative hazard function conditional on the covariate vector has an exponential
distribution with a hazard rate of one. The outcome of the Cox-snell residual checks are presented in
Appendix II. In these outcomes, it can be seen that the hazard function follows the 45-degree line
very closely except for very large values in time. Overall it can be concluded that the models fit the
data well.

5.3.2 Base specification
First, a parametric hazard analysis will be performed on the gross plan capacity, inner-city location
and local resident variables . This will be done with a Weibull parametric model, which entails
assumptions on the shape of the baseline hazard function. As explained in paragraph 4.5, this
parametric model has the preference, as the baseline hazard is expected to be monotonically
increasing over time. The Kaplan-Meier curve in paragraph 5.1.1 supports this assumption. In table
14 the results of the hazard analysis on the base specification are addressed. These results are
handled in three steps. First, the plans that have information on the four base variables are
observed. In general those are plans that have geographical information on their location. After that,
the four base variables are also tested by the addition of the developer characteristic- and other site
characteristic samples. Those are less present in the database and for that reason will deliver other
outcomes for the variables in the base specification. General statistics on all models are presented at
the bottom of table 13.
Two things stand out in general. The number of subject differs largely when comparing the base
specification to the other two models. This is due to the fact that both developer characteristics as
the remaining site characteristics are only present in a small portion of the total database. Besides
that, it is remarkable that all of the variables are significant in the first model and in the model that
only contains the sample with remaining site characteristics. However, only the inner-city location
variable is significant when the variables are tested to the sample that included developer
characteristics. The significant variables will be handled one by one.
5.3.4.1 Gross plan capacity
In the base specification, the hazard rate of the gross plan capacity is 0,9991, which is significant at a
significance level of p<0.01. As depicted in table 6, the standard deviation of the gross plan capacity
is 263,28 (approved). Translating the standard deviation and hazard ratio in percentual effects, a one
standard deviation increase of the gross plan capacity results in a decrease of 23,7% of the hazard to
become approved if other variables are held constant. In other words, a higher gross plan capacity
leads to a longer planning time as there is less chance that a plan becomes approved at a certain
time. When the gross plan capacity is tested on plans that have developer information too, the
hazard ratio is not significant. However, when tested on plans that have other site information the
gross plan capacity is significant, but at a lower significance level (p<0.05) and a hazard ratio closer to
1 (0,9993).
5.3.4.2 Inner-city location
The hazard rate of the variable inner-city location is 0,7020 in the base specification, which is
significant at a significance level of p<0.01. This is a dummy variable, which means that the hazard
ratio does only depicts the change from 0 to 1. So, when a plan is located in an inner-city area, the
hazard of the plans becoming approved decreases by 29,8% In other words, inner-city locations lead
to a longer planning time as there is less chance that a plan becomes approved at a certain time.
When this variable is only tested on plans that have other developer- or site information as well, the
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inner-city location variable is still significant to the same significance level (p<0.01). The hazard ratio
on plans that also include information about other site variables is even further away from 1
(0,4922).
5.3.4.3 Rent percentage local residents
In the base specification, the hazard ratio of the variable rent percentage local residents is 0,9897,
which is significant at a significance level of p<0.01. As depicted in table 6, the standard deviation of
this variable is 15,60. Translating the hazard ratio and standard deviation into percentual effects, this
means that if the variable increases by one standard deviation, the hazard of experiencing the event
at a certain time decreases by 16,1%. In other words, if the neighbourhood of a specific plan has a
rental percentage point of 15,6 more than another plan, the chance of becoming approved at a
certain time is 16,1% lower. So, the more people who rent a home in the postal code area of a plan,
the longer the process of housing plans to become approved will take. This variable is not significant
when only tested on the plans that include developer variables but is significant when tested on the
plans that include the other site variables. However, at a lower significance level (p<0,05) and a
hazard ratio closer to 1.
5.3.4.4 Home value local residents
The hazard ratio of the variable home value local residents is 0,9990 in the base specification, which
is significant at a significance level of p<0.01. As depicted in table 6, the standard deviation of this
variable is 78,50. Translating the hazard ratio and standard deviation into percentual effects, this
means that if the variable increases by one standard deviation the hazard of experiencing the event
at a certain time decreases by 7,9%. In other words, if the home value increases by 78,50 (approved)
the chance of becoming approved at a certain time is 7,8% or 5,9% lower. So, the higher the mean
home value in the postal code area of a plan, the longer the process of housing plans to become
approved will take.
Table 13: hazard model of base specification
(2)

(3)

Base specification
0,9991***
(0,0002)
0,6930***
(0,0556)
0,9897***
(0,0004)
0,9990***
(0,0013)
3.295

Addition of
developer
specifications
0,9994
(0,0003)
0,7020***
(0,0820)
0,9958
(0,0038)
0,9996
(0,0006)
1.165

Addition of
site
specifications
0,9993**
(0,0003)
0,4922***
(0,0642)
0,9931**
(0,0036)
0,9990**
(0,0006)

1.001
10.150
-2372,2221
87,17
0.0000

516
4.286
-1123,9345
47,99
0.0000

(1)

Gross plan capacity
Inner-city location
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

1.421
429
4.545
-967,2904
65.94
0.0000

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

5.3.5 Developer specification
This study also want to test the influence of developer characteristics. Those characteristics are
tested in this second specification. First an analysis is done on the sample only including the
developer characteristics. After that, also outcomes will be provided on the samples that also include
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geo-information or the remaining site characteristics. Both additions have other samples of
observations and will thus vary in other outcomes as well. The results of these three samples on the
developer variables as well as some general statistics are provided in table 14.
What stands out from the results is that the number of subjects is already low in the developer
specification, which means that only a small portion of plans have information on the kind of
developer. This number drops even further when other variables are included. Besides that, only a
few variables show significant results. The significant variables are handled one by one.
5.3.5.1 Municipality
In the developer specification, the variable municipality is significant at a significance level of p<0.01
for the time until a plan becomes approved. The hazard ratio of this variable is 0,6089. All of the
developer characteristics are dummy variables, this means that if the variable municipality is 1
instead of 0, the hazard to become approved will decrease by 39,1%. In other words, if a municipality
develops a plan, this model suggests that the chance a plan becomes approved at a certain time is
39,1% lower. When this variable is tested on plans that, besides developer characteristics, do also
have geographical information as the variables in the base specification have, the variable is not
significant anymore. However, when tested on plans that also have information on other site
variables the variable municipality is significant, but at a lower significance level (p<0.05) and a
hazard ratio closer to 1.
5.3.5.2 Private individuals
In the developer specification, the variable private individuals is significant at a significance level of
p<0.01 for the time until a plan becomes approved. The hazard ratio of this variable is 1,5150. All of
the developer characteristics are dummy variables, this means that if the variable municipality is 1
instead of 0, the hazard to become approved will increase by 51,5%. In other words, if a municipality
develops a plan, this model suggests that the chance a plan becomes approved at a certain time is
51,5% higher. When this variable is tested on plans that, besides developer characteristics, do also
have geographical information as the variables in the base specification have, the variable is also
significant, at the same significance level and with a hazard ratio even further away from 1. However,
when tested on plans that also have information on other site variables the variable private
individuals is not significant anymore.
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Table 14: hazard model of developer specification

Small developer
Large developer
Municipality
Housing corporation
Private individuals
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

(1)

(2)

(3)

Developer
specification
0,8981
(0,1227)
1,0525
(0,2024)
0,6089***
(0,1040)
1,0175
(0,2236)
1,5150***
(0,2236)
1.529
634
5.264
-1427,5879
33,03
0.0000

Addition of base
specification
1,1124
(0,1900)
1,2444
(0,2850)
0,7232
(0,1556)
1,1067
(0,1845)
1,9839***
(0,3612)
1.165
516
4.286
-1123,9345
47,99
0.0000

Addition of
specification
0,6571
(0,1670)
1,2036
(0,3600)
0,5333**
(0,1680)
0,7596
(0,1985)
1,2010
(0,3089)
662
262
2.491
-560,1087
20,79
0.0041

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

5.3.6 Site specification
Lastly, this study wants to test the influence of the remaining site characteristics. Partly those
characteristics are already part of the base specification. The percentage of single-family and sale
homes are only present in a small part of the database. For that reason, those are analysed apart.
First, an analysis will be performed on the observations in which these two variables are present.
After that a specification will be made on the observations that also include information from the
base variables (geo-sample) and from the developer variables. The results of the hazard analysis on
the site specification variables are presented in table 15.
What stands out is that again the number of subjects is significantly lower than in the base
specification. This can be explained from the fact that these variables were not tracked in multiple
years by the provinces and by so are missing in the database. Only the single-family percentage have
some significant results, which will be handled individually.
5.3.6.1 Share of single-family homes
In the site specification, only the variable share of single-family homes is significant at a significance
level of p<0.01 for the time until a plan becomes approved. The hazard ratio of this variable is
1,0042. As depicted in table 6, the standard deviation of this variable is 45,16. Translating the hazard
ratio and standard deviation into percentual effects, a one standard deviation increase of the singlefamily percentage results in a 19,0% increase of the hazard that plans become approved at a certain
time. Comparing a plan with no single-family homes (0) to a plan with only single-family homes (1), a
difference of more than 2 standard deviations, results in an increase of around 40%. In other words,
if a plan has more single-family homes instead of flats, the change is higher that a plan becomes
approved at a certain time. When the same variable is tested for plans that do also include
geographical information the variable is not significant anymore, despite the small drop of plans.
When the variable is tested on plans that do also include developer information, the variable is
significant, but at a lower significance level (p<0.1) and with a hazard ratio closer to 1.
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Table 15: hazard model of site specification

Single-family (%)
Sale (%)
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

(1)

(2)

(3)

Site specification
1,0042***
(0,0011)
1,0008
(0,0012)
1.819
534
5.522
-1237,0942
22,43
0.0000

Addition of base
specification
1,0011
(0,0013)
1,0000
(0,0014)
1.421
429
4.545
-967,2904
65,94
0.0000

Addition of
developer
specification
1,0029*
(0,0016)
0,9991
(0,0019)
662
262
2.491
-560,1087
20,79
0.0041

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1

5.3.6 Final model
Lastly, the set of variables have been combined in the final model. In table 16 the results from the
combined hazard analysis are shown. When both developer variables and site variables are added
only observations that do contain information on all variables are included in the analysis. For that
reason the number of observations is significantly lower compared to the base model. This has also
its influence on the significance level of the variables. In the final model only the variables inner-city
location and private individuals are still significant. In that way, the inner-city location variable is the
only variable that is significant no matter which set of plans the analysis is performed on.
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Table 16: final hazard model
(1)

Gross plan capacity
Inner-city location
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents

Base model
0,9991***
(0,0002)
0,6930***
(0,0556)
0,9897***
(0,0004)
0,9990***
(0,0013)

Small developer
Large developer
Municipality
Housing corporation

Private individuals

(2)

(3)

Addition of
developer
variables
0,9994
(0,0003)
0,7020***
(0,0820)
0,9958
(0,0038)
0,9996
(0,0006)
1,1124
(0,1900)
1,2444
(0,2850)
0,7232
(0,1556)
1,1067
(0,1845)
1,9839***
(0,3612)

Addition of
site variables
(final model)
0,9992
(0,0005)
0,4063***
(0,0726)
1,0100
(0,0066)
1,0005
(0,0008)
0,7683
(0,2316)
1,7703
(0,6362)
0,5751
(0,1991)
0,8420
(0,2518)
1,6605*
(0,4720)
1,0004
(0,0020)
0,9985
(0,0020)
582
240
2.250
-499,2602
49,92
0.0000

Single-family (%)
Sale (%)
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

3.295
1.001
10.150
-2372,2221
87,17
0.0000

1.165
516
4.286
-1123,9345
47,99
0.0000

5.3.7 Robustness of findings
To test the robustness of the findings the same hazard analysis is performed on the planning time of
plans to become irrevocable (code 3 in table 1). In the phase between approval and irrevocable it is
possible for people to object to plans. In table 16 the results of the final model are projected. In
appendix III all models of this analysis are shown.
It is noteworthy that the analysis on the time to become irrevocable slightly differs from the results
of the main analysis on the time to become approved. This is the results of that some plans get stuck
in the phase between the moment plans become approved and the moment plans become
irrevocable. For the base specification however, no large changes are found and still all variables are
significant. Only in the final model, the variable large developer becomes significant instead of
private individuals. However, as in the final model only a small portion of plans is tested and besides
that the same outcomes were not found in other specifications of this analyses, these outcomes have
to be interpret with great care. In general the outcomes of the robustness check on the time of plans
to become irrevocable is consistent with the outcomes of the main analysis.
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Table 17: final hazard model of time to become irrevocable
(1)

Gross plan capacity
Inner-city location
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents

Base model
0,9987***
(0,0003)
0,7343***
(0,0661)
0,9944**
(0,0022)
0,9990**
(0,0004)

Small developer
Large developer
Municipality
Housing corporation

Private individuals

(2)

(3)

Addition of
developer
variables
0,9987***
(0,0005)
0,7425**
(0,0936)
0,9994
(0,0038)
0,9993
(0,0007)
1,0068
(0,1787)
1,4055
(0,2997)
0,7355
(0,1584)
1,0849
(0,1898)
1,7466***
(0,3394)

Addition of
site variables
(final model)
0,9990
(0,0005)
0,4553***
(0,0839)
1,0104
(0,0064)
1,0005
(0,0008)
0,6874
(0,2071)
1,8843**
(0,5818)
0,6156
(0,2004)
0,7906
(0,2379)
1,4430
(0,4219)
0,9991
(0,0018)
1,0003
(0,0021)
633
238
2.720
-487,92556
45,46
0.0000

Single-family (%)
Sale (%)
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

3.307
910
10.756
-2211,3514
68,35
0.0000

1.219
504
4.861
-1105,3234
45,06
0.0000

6. Conclusions and recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
At the start of this study, two main questions are formulated: "What factors influence the approval
of plans in the Netherlands?" and “To what extent do these factors influence the approval of plans in
the Netherlands?”. Based on theoretical and contextual assumptions and the results of this study,
conclusions and answers to the main question are provided in this paragraph. This will be done by
addressing the dependent variable and the independent variable chosen based on the sub-questions
and theoretical framework of this study.
The first factor investigated on its influence on the planning process until approval are local resident
characteristics. The results of this model suggest that the rental percentage and home value of the
local residents have their influence on the planning time. According to the results, if the local
residents have a rental percentage of 15,6% more than another plan, the chance of becoming
approved at a certain time is 16,1% lower and if the home value is 78,50 higher than another plan,
the chance of becoming approved at a certain time is 7,9% lower. The findings of the rental
percentage are remarkable as those stand against the theoretical assumptions of the homevoter
hypothesis. From theoretical work is derived that it is assumed that homeowners want to maintain
the value of their homes and, for that reason, obstruct plans to take place in their neighbourhood.
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Referred to as the homevoter hypothesis by William Fischel (2001). Theories on the homevoter
hypothesis mostly have their origin in the United States, and for that reason, it was interesting to
explore if those theories could be applied in the Dutch context. This study suggest that the home
value of local residents has its influence on the planning time, but that the percentage of owneroccupied owners does not and even shows a reverse significant outcome. As the theory of Fischel is
verified by Been et al. (2014) in New York, it is interesting to know why such outcomes are not
collected in the Dutch context. In the robustness check in which also the process from approval until
irrevocable plans is incorporated the same outcomes were found, suggesting that owner-occupied
owners do not have more influence or are more against future housing developments in their
neighbourhood.
The second factor investigated on its influence on the planning time from plan initiative until plans
become approved are developer characteristics. From theoretical work is derived that it is assumed
that developers that are embedded in the local governance structure could play a big role in
speeding up plans that they are interested in. Molotch (1976) designed a growth machine theory in
which he embodied this mechanism. In empirical application, the influence of those 'property
capitals', which is how Molotch refers to them, is often placed against the influence of local residents
in discovering which of the two would have the most influence. In this study, the influence of
property capitals is analysed in a broader context, in which those influences are incorporated by the
developer of a plan. This study embodied both theoretical and contextual findings by analysing the
influence of the type of developer on the planning time of a plan. The growth machine theory is
tested by addressing both small developers as large developers, which could use their influence in
different ways. Small developers do so by their local embeddedness and large developers by scale
economies. The influence of the shift from active to passive land policy on the planning time is tested
by adding the municipality, housing corporation and private individuals as potential developers of a
plan. The results of this model show that small and large developers did not have any significant
outcomes. According to this study, plans led by the municipality more often take longer to become
approved, and plans led by private individuals experience the opposite. The hazard to become
approved at a certain time will decrease by 39,1% if a municipality is in charge. In contrast, when
private individuals are in charge, the hazard to become approved will increase by 51,5%. This
suggests that the shift from active to passive land policy would speed up the procedure. However,
this conclusion may be too short-sighted. After all, municipalities could be more often in charge of
complex and intensive plans, in which private parties are less interested. In contrast to that, plans led
by private individuals will possibly be more often of small size and, for that reason, easier to get
approved. Lastly, the municipality was not significant anymore when added to the final model, and
for that reason, the results need to be interpreted with great care.
The last factor investigated on its influence on the planning time from plan initiative until plans
become approved are site characteristics. This factor is mainly derived from empirical applications
and the context of the Dutch planning system. For example, Ball (2011) suggests that small and innercity located plans are often more intensive to process, and because those plans have become more
prevalent in nowadays planning, plans experience more delay and, for that reason, do result in less
housing supply. This development can also be acquired from the European context, and more
specifically, the Dutch planning system. As in recent years, inner-city plans are preferred above
outer-city plans to preserve the quality and sustainability of the spatial environment. Nowadays,
when people want to start planning in an outer-city area, a legal justification is needed in which the
urgency of planning at that location is reasoned. For that reason, outer-city developments could
probably take a longer time. The analysis of this study tests these contrasting influences and also
tests some other site characteristics to provide conclusions on this subject. The characteristics that,
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based on previous empirical work and contextual developments, are chosen are the gross plan
capacity (which indicates the size of a plan), the location of a plan (inner-city or outer-city), the
percentage of single-family homes and the percentage of homes for sale. The results suggest that
both the gross plan capacity as the location of a plan have a significant influence on the time of plans
to become approved. The outcomes of the gross plan capacity suggest that if a plan has 263,28 more
houses, the hazard of plans to become approved at a certain time will decrease by 23,7%. The
outcomes of the location of a plan suggest that if a plan is located in an inner-city area, the hazard of
the plans to become approved decreases by 29,8%. These outcomes indicate that larger as well as
inner-city located plans will take longer to become approved. As one of the few, the variable innercity location is still significant at the same significance level (p<0.01) in the final model. These
outcomes are in line with what Ball suggested in his research and is interesting provide further
recommendations on.

6.2 Critical reflection and recommendations
This study uses a unique dataset in which it is possible to follow plans with a wide set of information
over such a long time period. This provides opportunities for many forms of housing development
related research in the future. However, as this study uses a kind of data that is not often used
before, also multiple difficulties were experienced in collecting, modifying, and analysing the data.
Especially when it comes to tracking plans over time, it was hard to create a correct and reliable final
data set. The three investigated provinces all had a different style of monitoring their residential
building plans, and besides that, their style did even vary per year. As can be observed from appendix
I, the variables analysed in this study could not be obtained from every analysed year. In this way,
less plans were part of the parametric hazard models, and thus fewer plans that could be analysed.
Besides that, it was difficult to track individual plans over time. The way plans are monitored needs
to be consistent over time to track them correctly. This is possible by geographical location
(shapefiles) or if missing, by plan code or plan name. Unfortunately, the monitoring of the provinces
was not always consistent. Plan name and plan code did often vary or was used again for a new plan,
leading to problems in creating a reliable final data set. When shapefiles were used, like in NoordHolland and the last years of Limburg and Gelderland (Food-Valley and Noord-Veluwe), it was easier
to relate plans over time.
The difficulties experienced in the data collection and modification of the dataset lead to some
practical recommendations for monitoring residential building plans in the Netherlands. Monitoring
plan capacity is an essential tool in accelerating the housing supply, as it provides knowledge on the
number and location of homes that are already planned. However, as is experienced during this
research, the monitoring of plan capacity varies largely over time and between provinces. Obviously,
it is difficult to collect this kind of information consistently from a lot of different municipalities.
However, the urgency to do it correctly is high in times with significant housing needs. For that
reason, it can be wise that on the national level, a monitoring format will be created that must be
adjusted by all of the provinces in the Netherlands. For each year, the same variables per plan are
recorded, and the plans can be tracked correctly over time. This last point can be achieved using the
geographical location of plans, as errors with plan names and plan codes (for example, when plans
are merged or split) are easily made. By creating such a national plan capacity monitoring format, it
will not only be more easy and reliable to perform a study like this one, but it will also help in
accelerating residential building plans. Now, plans can be in the database for a long time and still
count as potential new homes, while when correctly monitored over time, these stalled plans are
picked out and handled with more easily. For example, by removing them from the database or
tackling the problems that occur in those plans.
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The difficulties experienced in the data collection and modification led logically to some problems in
analysing the data. As it was on multiple occasions difficult to track plans over time, some of those
plans needed to be deleted from the database. Besides that, many plans were left-censored, as can
be observed in figure 2. Some plans were already present in the data set from the starting year of
observation, and others were already approved in their first year of appearance. It is not clear how
long those plans already existed before observation (possibly approved plans were strictly
confidential before their inclusion in the data set) and thus needed to be deleted.
A recommendation for further research would be to track this kind of data on a monthly- instead of
on an annual basis. In this way, the left-censored data can be minimised. After all, plans added in the
first year of observation can now be used, and approved plans can be tracked during their first year
of observation. It is plausible that a lot of those plans just became approved in their first year. Also, it
adds value in researching differences between approved and irrevocable plans. As this phase is often
passed in less than one year, analysing on a monthly basis will help. However, to do so, the data
needs to be available. For that reason, it would be helpful if the addition of a plan would be tracked
by month by provinces and municipalities. Possibly, also this could be part of a national monitoring
format.
A result of the high level of left-censored data was that the eventual plans that could be worked with
were limited, especially when many variables were added. A result of the inconsistency in the
original data set was that most of the variables were only available for a shorter amount of time than
that of the whole observation period. So, when multiple variables were added, it lacked data of
multiple years. This led to a limited amount of plans in the final parametric hazard model. In that
way, variables could be non-significant in the analysis but would be significant when the data was
recorded well.
In further research, it would be useful to collect data from a larger data set, for example, by adding
more provinces of the Netherlands. In that way, not only the number of analysed plans can be
increased, but also the results of the analysis could be better generalised to the national context of
the Netherlands. Using a smaller portion of provinces is possible, but those data sets need to be
consistent to get a sufficient number of plans. Unfortunately, this is not the case at the moment.
The performed analysis was explorative in nature and dependent on the existing variables in the
datasets of the provinces. For that reason it was sometimes more difficult to test the original
characteristics. Sometimes the variables inside the datasets needed to be adjusted to be handled in
this study. Partly, this was based on the interpretation of the researcher. However, taking this into
account, still some interesting results were collected from the survival analysis. The results suggest
that outer-city and smaller plans were more easy to develop, despite the preference of inner-city
locations (through sustainable urbanisation) in the Netherlands.
This conclusion is interesting for both the current housing problem in the Netherlands as further
research. If the conclusion of this study is assumed to be true, it would be useful to figure out why
those plans are more time-inefficient. To tackle the housing problem, it should be considered that
the change to primarily build on inner-city locations could have led to an increase in the planning
time. Of course, the results of this study do not be taken for granted, as there are multiple limitations
to the dataset used. However, these results are a good starting point for further research, and it
would be helpful to investigate the planning time of both inner-city as outer-city projects more indepth. In that way, also the reasons for delay could be better obtained. In that way, if sustainable
development will be strictly followed in the future, research on the reasons for delay at inner-city
projects could help in dealing with the housing problem in the Netherlands.
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The outcomes of the other variables were more ambiguous and needed to be interpreted with great
care. After all, some of the variables were significant in their own specification but did become nonsignificant in the final model. The provision of a data set in which the variables are the same for all
years and provinces would help to reduce such ambiguous results.
Also for these variables, it would be helpful to perform more in-depth further research. For example,
a relation between local resident characteristics and the planning time was observed partly and in
contrast with the original theory. It would be helpful to perform some kind of study on this subject to
figure out if the homevoter hypothesis is true in a way that could not be analysed through the
available data. For example, by analysing the time between approval and the moment plans become
irrevocable. Probably homeowners object more often to approved plans, which will delay the phase
between approval and the moment plans become irrevocable. In this study, only annual data was
used. This caused difficulties in observing delay, as most of the delay at this stage will be less than
one year.
Also, the outcomes of the developer characteristics were a bit ambiguous. When those variables
were tested in the developer specification, both the variables municipality and private individuals
were significant. However, the variable municipality became non-significant when added to the final
model. Besides that, small and large developers were not significant in both models. However, this
could be misleading because only a very small portion of plans was developed by a large developer.
This is because of how the data was collected. After all, the developer's name was necessary to
decide if a plan was managed by a large developer. Unfortunately, many times the developer's name
was left blank. Further research could, for example, go more in-depth on the variable municipality.
After all, if the significant results from the first model with developer characteristics are true, plans
led by a municipality take longer. It would be interesting to know if municipalities lead plans more
insufficiently or lead more unwanted, complicated plans. It would also be interesting to perform
further research on small developers and large developers. No valuable results came from this study,
but this was partly because of a lack of information. Collecting a more extensive dataset of
information about developers of plans could help to test possible differences again.
Lastly, it must be said that some variables in this study are in some way correlated to each other.
Also, for that reason, it would be useful to perform more in-depth research on the interrelations. This
could help in understanding the real causes of planning delay in residential building plans.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Measurement of variables
Variable

Code name

Details

Format

Data

Planning process
Time to become
approved

approval

Time analysed until
approval = 1

Years

Gelderland: 2005-2008 & 2010-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2005-2019

Developer characteristics
Small developer

marktpartij_klein

Developers not in
top 50 Cobouw

Dummy

Gelderland: 2015-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2012-2019

Large developer

marktpartij_groot

Top 50 Cobouw

Dummy

Gelderland: 2015-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2012-2019

Municipality

gemeente

Dummy

Gelderland: 2015-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2012-2019

Housing corporation

corporatie

Dummy

Gelderland: 2015-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2012-2019

Private individuals

particulier

Dummy

Gelderland: 2015-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2012-2019

Ordinal

CBS: 2018

Ordinal

CBS: 2018

Ordinal

Gelderland: 2005-2008 & 2010-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2005-2019

Dummy

Gelderland: 2005-2007 & 2010-2019
Limburg 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2005, 2006 & 2009-2019

Local resident characteristics
Rent (%) local
residents
Home value local
residents

Based on 4-digit zip
code area
Based on 4-digit zip
code area

perc_huur_omwonend
wozwoning_omwonend

Site characteristics
Gross plan capacity

plancap_bruto

Inner-city location

binnen_bebouwd_gebied

Single-family (%)

perc_woningtype_grondgebonden

Ordinal

Gelderland: 2005-2008 & 2010-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2012-2019

Sale (%)

perc_koop

Ordinal

Gelderland: 2012 & 2015-2019
Limburg: 2007-2019
Noord-Holland: 2011 & 2014-2019

outer-city = 0,
inner-city = 1
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Appendix II: Cox-Snell residual graphs
Base specification

Developer specification

Site specification

67

Final model

68

Appendix III: Hazard analysis on planning time to become irrevocable
Kaplan-Meier estimate

Survivor function per year
Time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

At risk
4680
3095
2097
1340
945
659
442
337
250
172
95
54
20

Fail
337
279
176
125
77
52
39
27
18
23
4
3
1

Lost
1248
719
581
270
209
165
66
60
60
54
37
31
19

Survivor function
0,9280
0,8443
0,7735
0,7013
0,6442
0,5933
0,5410
0,4976
0,4618
0,4001
0,3832
0,3619
0,3438

Base specification

Gross plan capacity
Inner-city location
Rent (%) local residents
Home value local residents
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

(1)

(2)

(3)

Base specification
0,9987***
(0,0003)
0,7343***
(0,0661)
0,9944**
(0,0022)
0,9990**
(0,0004)
3.307

Addition of
developer
specifications
0,9987***
(0,0005)
0,7425**
(0,0936)
0,9994
(0,0038)
0,9993
(0,0007)
1.219

Addition of site
specifications
0,9990**
(0,0004)
0,4893***
(0,0693)
1,0013
(0,0036)
0,9995
(0,0005)

910
10.756
-2211,3514
68,35
0.0000

504
4861
-1105,3234
45,06
0.0000

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Developer specification
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1.454
387
5031
-893,97637
41,02
0.0000

Small developer
Large developer
Municipality
Housing corporation
Private individuals
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

(1)

(2)

(3)

Developer
specification
0,8607
(0,1227)
1,2126
(0,2225)
0,6312***
(0,1082)
0,9565
(0,1395)
1,4863**
(0,2316)
1.568
597
5910
-1345,9575
33,01
0.0000

Addition of base
specification
1,0068
(0,1787)
1,4055
(0,2997)
0,7355
(0,1584)
1,0849
(0,1879)
1,7467***
(0,3394)
1.219
504
4861
-1105,3234
45,06
0.0000

Addition of site
specification
0,6406*
(0,1711)
1,4355
(0,3937)
0,5580**
(0,1562)
0,7656
(0,2117)
1,1487
(0,3117)
720
261
3029
-545,0219
21,28
0.0034

(1)

(2)

(3)

Site specification
1,0028**
(0,0011)
1,0005
(0,0013)
1859
477
6113
-1134,905
8,92
0.0115

Addition of base
specification
1,0011
(0,0014)
1,0008
(0,0014)
1454
387
5031
-893,9764
41,02
0.0000

Addition of
developer
specification
1,0012
(0,0016)
1,0003
(0,0019)
720
261
3029
-545,0219
21,28
0.0034

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
Site specification

Single-family (%)
Sale (%)
Subjects
Failures
Time at risk
Log Likelihood
Likelihood ratio Chi2
P-value

*** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1
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